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reak for 
oliday 
Even though classes will not be 
eld Monday in observance of 
in Luther King Jr. 's birthday, 
will be business as usual for 
er areas of campus .. 
Lantz Gym will remain open 
uring its normal hours from 7 
tm. to 11 p.m. as well as McAfee 
Gym, which will be open from 6 
a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Students who cannot go with­
OUt their aerobics or aqua exercis­
a& are also in luck. Aerobics will 
� at 4, 5, 6 and 7 p.m. in McAfee 
�onh. Aqua exercises will be at 5 
i'ind 6 p.m. in t h e  Buzzard 
uilding pool. 
However, students hoping to 
t a few extra hours of studying 
Monday at Booth Library are 
TERRI McMILLAN/Photo editor 
Bullied 
Weaver advocates· 
balanced funding 
By J EFF MADSEN 
Staff editor 
As far as public universities in 
Illinois are concern e d ,  the 
University of Illinois at Urbana­
Champaign is the biggest kid on 
the block. So naturally, it's going 
to get the biggest piece of the pie. 
But some educators and legis­
lators don't believe that's very 
fair and would like to see their 
own smaller universities get a 
bigger chunk of Illinois' tax dol­
lars. 
"Those la rger schools who 
have larger budgets always bene­
fit proportionately," said State  
Rep. Mike Weaver, R-Charleston. 
"I think that's a disservice to the 
smaller institutions." 
Mike Weaver 
increases  like t h e  IBHE's is  
through new tax revenues. 
out of luck. The library, which 
\rill be open as usual Saturday 
nd Sunday, will be closed 
Jfonday. Saturday hours are 9 
J,m. to 5 p.m. while Sunday hours 
are 1 :30 to 1 1  :45 p.m. 
Swing your partner ... 
On Tuesday, the 111inois Board 
of Higher Education approved a 
budget recommendation calling 
for an additional $ 1 .7 1 million in 
FY 9 1 ,  an 8.8 percent increase 
over FY 90 . But Gov. Jame s  
Thompson, who must approve the 
recommendation, said in his State 
of the State Address Wednesday 
that the only way to support 
And with a temporary two-year 
income tax increase already cost­
ing taxpayers an additional 20 
percent, Weaver said new budget 
alignment, not new revenues is 
the best way to adequately fund 
all levels of education. 
He is investigating the possibil­
ity of establishing a school fund­
ing formula to more equally bal 
Nancy Barkley and Michael Ballagh partner up at a square dance in 
McAfee Gym Thursday. Eastern instructor Robert Hussey was caller 
for the club activity. •Continued on page 2A Residence halls will be open 
Monday, but no meals wil l  be 
served. 
The Daily Eastern News will 
so take the day off Monday, but 
Lines dissipating at week's conclusion 
By CATHY PODWOJSKI little or no setback for students 
who went to claim their books. 
books Tuesday and Wednesday. "The line was exhausted and 
the students were through the line 
by 2:30," said Michael Taylor, the 
director of registration. "There 
was an hour of enter as you will ." 
nl resume publication Tuesday. Associate news editor 
The Martin Luther King Jr. 
·versity Union building will be 
n Monday, but not all  busi-
s in the Union will be open. 
The Sugar Shack will be open 
4 to 9 p.m. while the bowl­
alley will be open from 4 to 
p.m. 
W hi l e  many students sat in 
their second or perhaps just first 
day of classes, others were still 
waiting in line to add or drop 
classes and pick up textbooks. 
"It slowed things down for a 
s hort time," director Monty 
Bennett said. "I don't know what 
the problem was, but Computer 
Services are pretty good whenev­
er there's any kind of problem. 
The Textbook Rental Service 
extended its hours to 7 p.m . 
Thursday, norma l ly its second 
busiest day.  Director Monty 
Bennett said the big rush was the 
day before the first day of 
Add/Drops. 
Tay lor said t here's no real  
advantage to coming Thursday or 
Friday, the fin a l  two days of 
Add/Drops, as many departments 
do not add extra sections of class­
es. Occasionally, though, students 
get lucky. 
McDonald's and the Union 
B ut Thursday 's lines were a 
noticeable change from earlier in 
the week, so much that even a 
computer problem at the 
Textbook Rental Service caused 
The computers are used to 
retrieve the schedules of students 
who have gone through central 
registration, and Bennett said the 
bulk of those picked up their 
And although Wednesday, the 
first opportunity for students to 
add and drop classes, was hectic, 
on Thursday the lines diminished 
greatly. •Continued on page 2A 
asteJn faculty prosper without publishing 
Eastern teachers and most university 
achers across the nation work toward 
thing - tenure . 
. Tenure, in layman's terms, is the equiv­
nt of job security. 
In other words, once professors are 
'awarded tenure, they may not be released 
·unless they resign, retire, are laid off, or 
.are terminated for adequate cause, 
In order to be awarded tenure, the 
teachers at Eastern must show superior 
performance in the following fields -
· teaching, research and service. The way a 
teacher. must perform in each field is 
· spelled out in the Board of Governors of 
State Colleges and Universities 
Agreement, which is like a teacher's con­
tract 
"The normal probationary period is 
seven years," said Dr. Charles Switzer, 
assistant vice president for academic 
affairs. "The tenure decision is made in the 
sixth year of the seven-year probationary 
period. If a negative decision is made, then 
he· or she is given a terminal contract." 
The most important condition for a pro­
fessor who is working toward tenure is 
"satisfying the requirements of the con­
tract," said professor John LeDuc, the 
chair of Eastern 's mathematics depart­
ment. "In addition, it requires approval 
from the Board (of Governors) - the presi­
dent recommends tenure and the Board 
awards tenure." 
Eastem's No. 1 priority is teaching. The 
low student-to-teacher ratio (18: I, a 
University Relations 1989 figure) is an 
example of the priority Eastern 's adminis­
tration places on teaching. Then Eastern is 
concerned with research, and finally, ser­
vice. 
"At Eastern, teaching is paramount," 
said Craig Eckert, an assistant professor of 
sociology. "A function of {Eastem's) rela­
tive smallness is to establish a good rap­
port between the students and the teach­
ers." 
Conversely, the University of Il inois 
places much of its efforts in the research 
field. Teaching at the U of I is a secondary 
concern. 
"Research and publication are more 
important than teaching is," said Ron 
Pete rs , 'President of the Uni o n of 
Professional Employees at U ofl. "But it's 
hard to put (the amounts of time) into a 
percentage. It doesn't involve large 
amounts of time with students." 
"At Eastern, we have programs that 
involve undergraduates as well as graduate 
students," said Robert Kindrick, Eastern's 
vice president for academic affairs. "We 
have very fine opportunities for students to 
be involved in research." 
It's the students, though, who get the 
first crack at evaluating the teachers. 
Every student at the university level has . 
most likely encountered the student evalu­
ations that are taken in each class every 
semester. These forms are designed to let 
the administration know how effectively 
the teachers are teaching the course mate­
rial. 
While some departments write their · 
own student evaluation fonns, many opt to 
use the Purdue Cafeteria System. The 
name indicates the system's purpose - the 
teacher is given the opportunity to select 
from a menu of questions. 
But for some teachers, student evalua­
tions are only the beginning of the evalua­
tion process. 
"For general faculty on tenure, (a teach­
er's effectiveness is) primarily measured 
• Continued on page 2A 
Weaver advocates 
+from page IA 
ance funding allocations among 
public colleges and universities. 
Weaver believes that smaller 
universities like Eastern suffer at 
the expense of large universities 
like the U of I. 
In FY 90, the Board of 
Governors, the governing body 
for Eastern, Western Illinois 
University, Northeastern Illinois 
University, C hicago State 
University and Governors State 
University, received a $214.2 
million appropriation. 
The General Assembly 
appropriated $ 326. 7 million 
appropriation for the U of I -
$112.5 million more than five 
other universities combined. 
"The U of I profits at other 
schools' expense," Weaver said. 
"There is no unbiased method to 
allocate funds. There just doesn't 
seem to be a great deal of rhyme 
or reason." 
Overall,  the University of 
Illinoi s system received an 
average of $436.7 million more in 
FY 90 than the state's other three 
university systems. 
"Most of the administrators 
I've talked to are under the 
impression that U of I gets too big 
a piece of the pie," Weaver said. 
"Right now, we're going to take a 
look at what other states have had 
successes and problems with." 
Currently, about 25 states use a 
school funding formula in their 
higher education systems, in­
cluding Ohio. 
�· '.',fJ,�Of: ,� t� )h� 1960s, our 
alfocafloris ·were done informally 
fry t'Ctfle'Cti-Ve •agreement of the 
presidents," said Matthew Filipic, 
vice chancellor for admin-istration. 
The Board of Regents, which 
governs all 13 universities in 
Ohio, allocates funds based on 15 
different models, Filipic said, 
with each model containing 
components like cost of direct 
instruction, institutional support, 
student services, operations, plant 
operation and maintenance and 
library acquisitions. 
"Our motivation for the 
formula is enrollment driven," he 
said. "Rather than just get your 
amount and adjust it to inflation, 
we wanted the state to realize 
what drove the demands for 
higher education. 
"It's a complex and com­
plicated formula but Ohio State 
gets one-qu arter of our total 
(allocations, $ l. 7 billion in FY 
90) and it gets it because of the 
enrollment and its model. Any 
other school with strong 
enrollment in another model gets 
the same amount of money." 
Filipic said Ohio State, because 
of its large enrollment, researches 
capacity and academic diversity, 
has the most to offer and 
consequently gets the most money. 
Other universities, whose 
enrollments parallel academic 
programs, will receive balanced 
funding to support enrollment and 
curriculum. 
If a school's e n rollme n t  
increases, s o  will appropriations, 
Filipic said. 
"It (the formula) accommo­
dates ch ange best. W he n  you 
don't have a formula, you tend to 
apply rules of thumb. Funding 
ought to be responsive to the 
changes in education and ours is. 
"I won't tell you that everyone is 
overjoyed with the formula," he 
added. "Everyone would like it to 
change marginally in their favor. 
But there is no one I've ever heard 
of that wanted to scrap it. I can't 
imagine how else we would do it." 
However, Russ Hodel, deputy 
director of the IBHE, believes the 
allocation system in Illinois is 
adequate. 
"We would probably not be in 
favor of a formula system," 
Hodel said Thursday. "There's a 
saying that those who live by the 
formula die by the formula. 
Lines dissipating 
•from pagelA 
"It has happened. They added a 
couple sections in speech this 
morning, I thirik," Taylor said. "As 
a rule, they don't usually. It kind of 
regulates itself as students drop." 
Likewise, students who wait to 
pick up their textbooks until 
Tuesday may not miss the rush as 
they anticipated. 
"You'll find there'll be several 
(on Tuesday)," Bennett said, 
adding, "several hundred. 
"They think, 'I can go through 
the first week without my books,' 
and they may be able to," Bennett 
said. 
Students who have waited until 
now to finalize their schedules 
and gather their books may go to 
·Add/Drops from l to 3:30 p.m. in 
the Union Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The Textbook Rental Service 
will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. Friday and the same hours 
beginning Tuesday. The service 
will be closed Monday in 
observance of Martin Luther 
King Jr. 's birthday. 
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Eastern faculty prospers 
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with student evaluations," said 
professor James Krehbiel, chair 
of Eastern 's music department. 
However, for teachers who are 
working toward retention, 
promotion or tenure, the evalua­
tion doesn't end there. 
"Primarily, we use student 
evaluations," Krehbiel said, "and 
then we use visitation by the 
department personnel committee 
and by myself." 
Some department heads and 
teachers say they have problems 
with the student evaluations. One 
such problem is bias. 
"T think it's a popularity 
contest," Eckert said about student 
evaluations. "I think that's how 
most students take it. Their 
criterion becomes one, did I get a 
good grade, two, was it easy and 
three, did I like the person (who 
taught the class). That's what is 
biasing the way that they answer 
the questionnaires. I don't think 
any of those things get at if the 
person is a good professor." 
· 
Another problem is that some 
don't think the students have the 
U-Store Warehouse 
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
"You Carry The Key" 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 
BEHIND REX 'N' DON'S WAREHOUSE 
South Route 130 PH: 345-3334 
NIGHT PH: 345-5850 
DON & MARY THOMASON - OWNERS 
Park Place 
(across from Union) 
Spring Availability 
ask about our 
FREE AMENITIES 
·2 & 3 Bedroom Units 
•Fully Furnished 
•Central A/C 
•Dishwashers 
•Balconies 
•Laundry & Parking 
Call Anytime 
348-1479 or 
(217)359-0203 
Accepting Fall '90 Leases 
ability to judge teachers 
effectively. 
"W hen students and faculty 
say something completely 
different, it's obvious that 
something is  wrong," said 
professor Douglas Davis, chair 
of Eastem's physics department, 
about the student and peer 
evaluations. 
"Student evaluations are 
considered the least important (in 
the math department's doc­
ument)," LeDuc said, "because 
they can be effected by the fact 
that a teacher's style may not be 
what the student is accustomed to 
and the student has little basis to 
judge the content. 
"The best teacher that I had 
while a doctoral student at the 
University of Illinois was not 
rehired at the end of his four 
years," LeDuc said, "b!!cause he 
had not published a sufficient 
number of papers. He's now at 
Illinois State (University) - a full 
professor in fact - and he's well 
respected." 
Part of a newspaper ad for an 
assistant professor in Eastern's 
physics department read: 
"Research and creative activities 
encouraged in the absence of 
'publish or perish' pressures." 
"Clearly, if you want to have a 
world class school, you have to 
attract the best researchers," said 
Peters about U of I's philosophy. 
"We are competing with some of 
the best institutions in the 
country." 
"When we bring (teachers) in 
for interviews," Peters said, "we 
say it's important that there be a 
steady stream of publications 
written. And that's what's ex­
pected of them. That's the system 
they buy into. (Tenure is based) 
almost strictly on pub-lication." 
"The facilities are such here 
that it's tough to be on the 
forefront," Davis said of Eastern. 
"We're trying to assimilate some 
of the things that other people 
have done as well as doing some 
things on our· own. There are a 
lot of interesting things 
happening here; some of them 
result in (a teacher) publishing 
something in a journal and others 
may not." 
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featuring: 
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-Low Utilities 
-1 1/2 Baths 
-Dishwasher 
-Close to Campus 
and Shopping 
*Limited Availability 
Don't miss the opportunity 
to live in a great location! 
Call 348-5312 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m . 
OPEN HOUSE 
5 11-4 pm Saturday Apt. 308 
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START OFF YOUR NEW YEAR 
WITH DOMINO'S PIZZA! 
AT DOMINO'S PIZZA WE'RE CELEBRATING THE 
NEW YEAR. IF IT'S BEEN A WHILE SINCE YOU'VE 
HAD A DOMINO'S PIZZA, HERE'S A REAL GOOD 
REASON TO GIVE US A CALL TODAY. 
12 INCH-CHEESE PIZZA 
ONLY $49�cmx 
16 INCH CHEESE PIZZA 
ONLY $ 6�2TAX 
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE AT REGULAR PRICE. 
NO COUPON NECESSARY - JUST ASK 
OFFER EXPIRES 2-4-90 (NO UMIT) 
Offer not ualid in conjunction with any other offer or coupon. 
CHARLESTON AND E.I.U. 
348-1626 
677 LINCOLN AVENUE 
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- Riordan: BOG 
.,.,,.. __ _ 
textbook rental service remained busy Thursday afternoon for a fourth day as students waited in line to pick up textbooks. 
ing's birthday, holiday coincide 
LORI HIGGINS . I • Fraternity to honor slain leader 
For the first time since Martin Luther 
· g Jr.'s birthday was declared a holiday, 
· g's birthdate and the holiday will both 
on Jan. 15, and that's an event which 
spawned nation-wide celebrations. 
Another first is that the celebrations 
eduled for King's hometown of Atlanta 
· I be televised nationwide. 
"I'm delighted - this is something that 
ld've happened a long time ago," said 
arles Colbert, associate vice president 
academic affairs. 
Beverly Gartin, an assistant dean in the 
'ne Arts department agreed, saying 
Anything that is done to celebrate King's 
is appropriate." 
The yearly King Week celebrations will 
gin Sunday, when King's widow, Coretta 
ott King, will deliver her annual "State 
the Dream" address. On Monday, a 
e and march down Peachtree Street in 
anta will conclude that day's celebra­
s. 
But despite recent mail bomb threats in 
southern states, there will not be any 
eased security for the activities. 
The bomb threats "may cause people to 
more careful," Colbert said. 
artin agreed, saying, "Some people 
I not participate because of fear and 
e will participate because the fear 
't stop them." 
olbert then compared the bomb threats 
y to the threats marchers and demon­
rs faced when he was a student in the 
By LORI HIGGINS 
Associate campus editor 
Members of the fraternity Alpha Phi 
Alpha win be holding a "March on 
Eastern" to commemorate the birthday of 
Martin Luther King Jr. at 7 p.m. Monday. 
· The memorial is being held .. to 
remember Martin Luther KingJr. and.the 
values be stood for and the ri.ghts he 
fought for," said Dennis Morrison. gradu­
ate member of the fraternity . ... 
Morrison went on to say "we ·want to 
honor· him and remember the struggles 
that he went through, such as his fight for 
human rights.'' 
The. memorial w ill begin behind 
Thomas Hall and will continue around 
Kiehm Hall to avoid the Lumpkin con· 
struction site and then to the Union walk· 
way� 
The memorial will open with a prayer 
and will also include the sjnging of the 
60s and involved in civil.rights activities. 
"Fear was something you couldn't for­
get - you wanted to make sure you could 
protect yourself. I was at an age where I 
don't understand now how I had the 
courage to do it," Colbert said. 
There will also be a week-long celebra­
tion for King's birthday in South Africa, 
the first time the people there will be able 
to celebrate the holiday on such a large­
scale basis. 
Black national anthem, "Lift Every Voice 
and Sing." and the playing of King's mem­
orable "I Have a Dream" speech he gave at 
the steps of the Lincoln memorial. 
When King was a student at 
Morehouse College in Atlanta, he was a 
member of the fr�ternity Alpha Ph.1 
Alpha. a fact that m�es current.members 
of the frat�ity • proud. 
"It make� me feel real .proud and 
almost obligated to try and live up to the 
standards be had and use him as a mod¢1 
from which.to follow;' Morrison said. 
But obligation isn't the main reason 
for their memorial. 
"Even if he wasn't our fraternity broth· 
er, we would still be doing this," saidTed .· 
Kemp, president of the frateniity. 
Members of the fraternity do not want 
blacks today to forget King's efforts. 
"If we forget and become complacent, 
then we'll never achieve the goals that 
King wanted to achieve," Morrison said. 
Colbert attributes this unprecedented 
weeklong celebration to the fact that the 
South African government is trying to por­
tray themselves in a good light. 
"They're in a fish bowl - everyone is 
watching them," Colbert said. 
"The South African government has 
promised reform for some time, and have 
claimed they won't be censoring the press. 
If they are able to pull this off, it will be 
significant for South Africa," Colbert said. 
lacks visibility, 
not Eastern 
By ANITA MAIELLA 
Staff writer 
The results of a preliminary Board of 
Governors' marketing report indicate 
Eastern lacks visibility, but Eastern 's stu­
dent BOG representative doesn't exactly 
agree with that conclusion. 
In fact, BOG representative Dan Riordan 
said he believes Eastern has few of the 
problems outlined by marketing consultants 
Siegel and Gale in their preliminary survey 
report. .· " 
"I feel the BOG. system ha� · done a. {�!1� 
job," Riordan said. "I personally. do not fo�l 
Eastern lacks visibility, but fagree the BOG 
as a whole Jacks visibility." · 
The BOG is the governing body for 
Eastern, Western Illinois University, 
Governors State University, Chicago State 
University and Northeastern Illinois 
University. 
The BOG hired Siegal and Gale to devel­
op marketing plans that will provide the 
BOG and its universities with methods for 
communicating to its various publics. 
In the preliminary plan the firm said 
Eastern is easily accessible and provides 
affordable undergraduate instruction for the 
general public, but is lacking "greater visi­
bility" and competition. 
According to the firm, Eastern doesn't 
send enough publications to high schools to 
promote Eastern 's image to parents and 
potential students. 
As long as the majority of the students 
present Eastern as being positive, people 
will be informed through the students, 
Riordan replied. 
Brett Gerber, Eastern's Student Senate 
speaker, tended to agret:.with th� �e�ults of: 
the report, but didn't blame Eastern for the 
problems. 
"I do agree with the consultants that BOG 
schools Jack visibility because we're over­
shadowed by the University of Illinois," 
Gerber said. 
Riordan noted, though, that the majority 
of students choose Eastern rather than 
another college because it is smaller. The 
affordability and accessibility play impor­
tant roles, also. 
Students and faculty administration 
should be very proud they're at Eastern, 
Riordan said. "Thirty-six percent of the stu­
dents that graduate in the top 10 percent of 
their class come to Eastern." 
As worthwhile as the survey may be to 
help the BOG and its universities pinpoint 
strengths, though, it has been the target of 
recent General Assembly criticism. 
At least two state lawmakers said the 
$250 ,000 which the General Assembly 
approved in the spring could have been put 
to better use, which Gerber agreed with. 
"I feel the marketing plan is a good sys­
tem. But it is costing a lot of money ·arid it 
could have been used for other things," he 
said. 
The main priority should be focused on 
full-time faculty retention and recruitment, 
Gerber said. 
oore Business Forms donates $25,000 to Lumpkin 
Eastern 's "Taking Care of operations. 
Business Campaign," a fundrais- Lumpkin School of Business 
ing effort to provide furnishings Dean Ted Ivarie said the funds 
Forms of and equipment for the Lumpkin will help provide public auditoria, 
view will have a room of the College of Business. microcomputer labs, lounges and 
mpkin College of Business A manufacturer of business faculty offices in addition to the 
in its honor after donating forms and provider of data-based case study rooms. 
,000 to the capital fund cam- services, direct marketing ser- "The State of Illinois has been 
� n to raise money for equip- vices and business equipment and generous," Ivarie stated in a 
t and furnishings. supplies, Moore· Business Forms booklet prepared to explain the 
e firm has a local manufac- is a wholly-owned subsidiary of fundraising campaign. "But to 
ing plant located on Illinois Moore Corporation Limited based fully utilize and equip the build-
ute 316 in Charleston. In addi- in Ontario, Canada. ing, $500,000 more is needed." 
, the company has maintained Moore Corporation operates in "The state legislature cut our 
Jose relationship with Eastern 53 countries with 139 manufac- appropriation request when we 
er the years, regularly visiting turing facilities. The corporation's asked for funding to construct the 
pus to recruit graduates for annual sales are more than $2.5 new building," said Judy 
ployment. billion, with more than half of the Hofstrand, an Eastern administ•r. 
�.�:U.Qipi;;���� .. �· ��<!i?·:t�. � �' .. e;.a�n g� :,s-J� IllNi.�J::·f�Qifl ::!J. ·�! . ... \�Y�'. � t�\�u\�� .S lt' ,,.e.�.P:�in.i;d..-v;j tl(�· 
out the campaign, the rooms in 
the yet-to-be-completed building 
would be empty. 
The campaign drive officially 
ended on Dec. 31, but some con­
tributions are yet to be processed, 
and the exact amount raised won't 
be known until early February. 
According to Hofstrand, sever­
al corporations and alumni have 
donated to the campaign. 
"Jeffery and Lila Scott, who 
live in Virginia, and the Thelma 
Keller family of Effingham have 
both donated more than $25,000," 
said Hofstrand. Other contributors 
who have given more than 
$25,000 include Roberson 
Corporation of Farmer City, State 
Farm Insurance of Bloomington, 
Trailmobile Corporation of 
Chicago and R.R. Donnelly of 
Mattoon. 
Roger Roberson owns and 
operates Roberson Corporation, a 
small trucking firm. Roberson is 
an alumnus of Eastern and chair­
man of the steering committee for 
"Taking Care of Business." 
State Farm Insurance, Trail­
mobile, and R.R. Donnelly all 
have local facilities. 
Hofstrand said Eastern's f�cul­
ty and staff have also combined 
forces to donate $50,000 to the 
CN,r).pqigp.. 
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Martial law ban 
offers at least 
some optimism 
Last J u ne ,  when more than one m i l l i o n  
Chinese . students began protesting in Bejing's 
Tiananmen Square against the ruling Comm­
unist Chinese government, their cries were met 
with bullets. 
Shortly afterward , Chinese Premier Li Peng 
declared martial law - which became a trying, 
seven-month denial of basic human rights to 
Chinese citizens. It was the first time martial law 
Edl•ton•al had been imposed there in more than 40 years . 
.Martial law, Li Peng said, 
was successfu l  because it crushed pro­
sfemoq�cy protests and as a result, the Chinese ".J ;) ' ... ' - � 
" " rf\r__"f.TJYJ�a�e? _qiina from an abyss of misery. 
When he made his announcement, Li Peng, 
in a nationally televised speech , warned the 
Chinese against " unspeci fied foreign and 
domestic hostile forces," which he said "were 
working to subvert Communism in China. " 
.Martial law was lifted in China Wednesday, 
but Li Peng and the Chinese people are stil l  
facing "an abyss of misery" - and its one that Li 
Peng created. 
As a result of the martial law declaration 
seven months ago, China's economic situation 
plummeted . Several bank loans the Chinese 
government had taken from the World Bank 
and other foreign governments were frozen , 
primarily because of the massacre in Tiananmen 
Sqaure. 
Now , workers are receiving only partial 
wages and factories are operating without raw 
material to produce thei r goods. Financial ly , 
politically, and emotionally, China is struggling. 
That may be the very reason Li Peng lifted 
the ban on martial l aw .  As a result ,  some 
countries, including the United States, have 
already announced plans to back World Bank 
loans to China for humanitarian needs. 
Al t h o ug h  martial  l aw has been l i fted , 
Com m u n i st facti o n s  sti l l  mai ntai n strong 
control.  Police stil l  stand guard in Tiananmen 
Square. 
The U.S. should be cautious about restoring 
any kind of aid to China this soon. 
Although martial law has been lifted in China, 
democracy still is far beyond the horizon. 
TODAY'S 
'' 
Com m u n ism possesses a Ia n -Q.uOTf guage which every people can 
u nderstand - its elements are 
hunger, envy and death . 
Heinrich Heine 
Athletics isn 't  the whole nine yard 
U n iversity presidents of the 
nati o n  have spoke n  and thei r 
message is loud and clear: We 
a r e  t h e  b o s s  a n d  d o n ' t  y o u  
forget it. 
That m e s sage was s e n t  to 
thei r athletic di rectors this week 
at the 84th NCAA Convention in  
Dal las .  The presidents sent the 
message in the form of reform · 
proposals that passed during the 
convention. 
The reforms lndude requiring 
col l eges to d isclose the grad­
uation rates for student-athletes, 
Mike 
Fitzgerald 
cutting spring football practice from 20 to t 5 sessions 
with only t 0 sessions al lowed for contact and cutting 
the basketball schedule from 28 to 25 games. 
The reforms also include stiffer penalties for drug 
and steroid testing and the institution of year-round 
drug testing. 
The conventloneers also undid what they did last 
year by al lowing Incomi ng athletes who meet only 
part of NCAA acad e m i c  req u i rements to receive 
regular financial aid but not athletic scholarships. 
Last year, Proposal 42 was passed and It did not 
a l l ow i ncom ing ath letes who did not meet NCAA 
academic requirements to receive any financial aid .  
The u niversity presidents took the long-overdue 
action after they had come u nder criticism from the 
media and from faculty about not having control over 
their  athletic programs. 
My colleague, David B rummer, wrote in Thursday's 
edition of The Daily Eastern News, "University heads, 
i n  yet another case of overstepping their boundaries, 
used thei r collective influence to pass vain legislation 
aimed foremost at improvi ng the NCAA's academic 
saga. "  
Whi le  I agree for the most part with the ensui ng 
a rg u m e n ts h e  u s e d  chal l e n g i n g  t h e  l o g i c  o r  
wo rkab i l i ty o f  these refo r m s ,  I d i sag ree w h o l e -
heartedly with h i s  above statement. 
Mike Ryan, who is Eastern's athletic director, wo 
for the university, which is headed by President S 
Rives . j o h n  Mackov i c  at I l l i n o i s  wo rks fo r St 
Ikenberry. Richard Rosenthal at Notre Dame works 
the Rev. Edward Malloy. 
Athletic directors work for their  university and 
answerable to that institution's respective prestdent. 
Wh i l e  I ' m  s u re the three aforementioned A 
realize this and have no problem with it ,  there 
plenty of college athletic directors who run big-n 
programs who don't. 
Take Oklahoma for instance. Their football prog 
grew bigger than the university itself. And when it 
some of its players and coaches began to believe 
were above the law and numerous NCAA violatl 
occurred as well as drug deals, assault and rape. 
Southern Methodist had to learn the hard way 
the N CAA leveled the death p e n a l ty agai nst 
foo t b a l l p ro g ra m . C l e m s o n ,  a n o th e r  fo otb 
powerhouse, is under investigation by the NCAA 
alleged violations that occurred from t 984 to t 988. 
The l ist could drag on for the whole page. 
My point is the university presidents acted to 
back their athletic programs before they reached 
point of no return.  
Sure i t  may take time for the reforms that w 
passed to work. But at least the action was tak 
Somehow, I don' t  think if the presidents had sat 
their hands again ,  it wouldn't have been taken by 
people they hired to run thei r athletic programs. 
A t h l e t i c  p r o g ra m s  s h o u l d  be r u n  by athle  
d i rectors a n d  coac h e s .  But  t h ey have to real ! 
ath leti cs is o n ly o n e  aspect of a u n ivers ity and 
student-athlete's life. 
That may be a hard fact for some of these ADs 
accept. But most would do wel l  to remember 
student comes before athlete in the word. 
- Mike Fitzgerald is a senior reporter and reg 
columnist for The Dai ly Eastern News. 
Vietnamese inmates struggle for freedo 
Last June i n  Tiananmen Sq uare , h u nger strikers , 
students and civilians were treated with bullets upon their 
peaceful request for freedom and reform. Many hearts are 
still bleeding over the Beijing tragedy. 
This December i n  Hong Kong. Vietnamese asylum 
seekers are facing imminent forced repatriation in return 
for th�i r amazing efforts to survive a perilous journey, 
arriving in leaky boats, in search of freedom from the 
Communist regime of their country. Labeling them as 
illegal immigrants, the British government is sanctifying its 
determination to force these freedom seekers back to 
Vietnam. 
Most ironic of all ,  is Mrs. Thatcher trying to justify the 
British policy of forced repatriation by confessing that the 
British government in Hong Kong has been, since t 982, 
forcibly repatriating many Chinese asylum seekers from 
across the border. 
On the government's own admission, some secret and 
confidential agreements were reached in 1 980  and t 982 
to hand back to Communist China all the asylum seekers 
caught sneaking across the border. On its own admission, 
these confidential agreements are in contradiction of the 
current Hong Kong law which sanct i fies the free 
adm i ssion of resi dents from China - as one of the 
stipulations of the 1 842 Nanking Treating whereby Hong 
Kong was ceded to Britian in perpetuity. 
O u r  u rgent  co n ce r n  here i s  the p l ight of_ the 
Vietnamese asylum seekers being labeled as i l l egal 
immigrants, thereby facing a destiny in Vietnam which is 
more unacceptable to them than "death in Hong Kong. " 
A most shameful page of history is being written - asylum 
seekers whose skin is yellow and whose origin is Asiatic 
are being forcibly handed back to communist tyrants. The 
VIEWPOINT 
By Lai Ch i King, Ho Ka Fai and Chen Kwok Ke 
name of these yellow Asiatics is Vietnamese. The Bri 
government officials have never established any pri 
fade case that they are illegal immigrants. 
I n  Hong Kon g .  many p rotests and petit i ons 
connection with the Vietnamese issue have fallen on 
ears. The British government simply insists that it is 
in  the interest of the Hong Kong people to send back 
Vietnamese. The voice of Hong Kong people, the voice 
the Vietnamese inmates have been muffled and dis 
while the British authorities are speeding up on t 
criminal operation of repatriation. 
It is our hope that the last page of 1 989 will not be 
begi n n i ng of the tragedy of fo rced repatriation 
Vietnamese inmates. 
Only restoration of their refugee status will see 
being allowed to work and to be resettled i n  Bri · 
America and Australia . . .  Britian must be made to a 
her responsi b i l i ty to these asy l u m  seeke rs , havl 
accepted their landing and prima fade of asylum see 
Britian must face up to the real ity of her prima t 
committment to give the British identity to these asyl 
seekers. 
- The authors of this article are a group of stude 
teachers, workers and executives in various busine 
around Hong Kong. In addition to the three whose n 
appears here, 12 others have written . 
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STEPHANIE CARNES 
tern's music department will 
nt a different kind of band this 
kend as it plays host to a group 
mostly faculty musicians from 
inois Wesleyan University in 
mington. 
"The We s l e y an C h amber 
ers" will perform the first con­
of the year at 7 :30 p.m. Sunday 
e Dvorak Concert Hall, . 
"Seven of us (musicians) had 
ne up to B loomington las t  
tober to play for them, and so 
· is an exchange concert." said 
stern music Professor George 
The band consists of a singer, a 
larinet, a french horn and four 
·ng instruments, including the 
'olin, the viola, double base and 
violoncello. 
"There wi l l  be 1 0  musicians ,  
'th at least eight or  nine faculty," 
ers said. 
The music performed wi l l  be 
ainly from the composers  
endelssohn, Rossini , Resphigi 
Faure. 
-
/ 
$7,0GQ <* pF&peffy s 
i n  separate bu rg lar ies 
By BOB McKEE 
City editor 
Two more C h r i s tm a s  B reak 
b u rg l ar ie s inv o l v ing appro x i ­
m a t e l y  $ 7 , 1 9 0 o f  p r o perty  
b e l o n g i n g  to Eastern s tudents  
have been r e p o r t e d  t o  t h e  
Charleston Police Department. 
Fre s h m an C h ad W. C arder .  
2 1 ,  reported to  pol ice  Tuesday at 
5 : 09 p .m.  that when he returned 
to h i s  a p a r t m e n t  at 2 4 0 0  
C am b r i d g e  S t . ,  t h e  d o o r  w a s  
locked but  h e  found $ 4 , 8 00 in  
stereo equipment and 1 20 com­
pact  d i s c s  m i s s i n g  u p o n  
entrance .  
Carder told police he had left 
the apartment on Dec . 1 4 ,  and 
his roommate , senior Anthony 
Meyer, informed police he was 
the last  to leave the apartment on 
Dec . 14 at  approximately 4 p .m.  
Meyer to ld police he double­
locked all  doors and locked the 
w i n d o w s  w h e n  he l e ft .  T h e  
reporting officer  noted on h i s  
r e p o r t  t h e r e  w a s  n o  s i g n  o f  
forced entry. 
during break and were not v ic­
timized. 
Junior David 0. Lindquist, 20, 
1 0 3 6  S e v enth  S t . , reported to 
pol ice that when he returned to 
h i s  house on Jan . 4 ,  he discov­
ered a basement and first-floor 
bedroom door h ad been forced 
open. 
Lindquist  also discovered that 
$ 2 , 3 9 0  w o rt h  of p r o p e r t y  
b e l o n g i n g  to two o t h e r  room­
mate s ,  j un i or Joseph S impkin s ,  
20 ,  a n d  j u n i o r M i c h a e l  J .  
Hawkin g ,  2 0 ,  had been taken , 
according to a police report. 
Lindquist  told police that he 
was the first of the residents to 
arrive from break since leaving 
on Dec . 1 5 .  The reporting officer 
stated in bis report he .. believed 
· no second-floor rooms had been 
entered. 
C ha r l e s t o n  C h i e f  of P o l i c e  
Herb Steidinger said Wednesday 
the number of burglaries report­
ed has been average for a univer­
s i t y  b r e a k  of t h i s  t y p e . " N o  
e x c e p t i o n a l  a c t i v i t y  l e v e l s  
o c c u r r e d  d u r i n g  t h i s  bre a k , "  
Steidinger said. 'There's a linkage between fac­
ty around the state . It's good to 
the other faculty, " the other 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo editor 
The reporting officer also stat­
ed in his report two other room­
mates,  freshman David J .  Wines 
and fre shman David W. Piper,  
had taken their property home 
B oth of these burglar ies  are 
currently under investigation by 
the C h ar les ton  Po l ice  Depart­
ment. 
Winter sport 
terial from another campu s , "  
ers said. 
Sophomore John Navickas takes advantage of warmer temperatures 
Thursday to play some tennis by Lantz Building. 
tudent to attend Soviet mock U N  conference 
Eastern junior Jerry Sheehan is gearing 
for his Jan . 1 9  departure to the Soviet 
Dion, where he will participate in the first 
viet international Model United Nations 
ference in Moscow. 
'The closer it gets, the more excited I ' m  
etting ,"  Sheehan said, adding he i s  not 
ous about the event - not yet anyway. 
expect that ' l l happen on the 1 3 -hour 
t over there."  
Sheehan,  a political science major, is one 
of 1 3  students from Midwestern universi­
ties who will stay in Moscow from Jan. 22-
29 to represent the Midwest Model United 
Nations. 
S heehan, president of Eastern ' s Model 
UN chapter and captain of the debate team, 
has been active in Model UN for about one 
year and is the first Eastern student to trav­
el abroad for such a conference.  
The conference,  sponsored by the U . S .  
and U.S .S .R. United Nations Associations, 
will be held at Moscow State University. 
Delegations comprised of students from 
around the world wil l  represent different 
nations in the mock United Nations meet­
ing. 
S heehan ' s d e l e g at ion  w i l l  repre s e n t  
France 's  security council at the conference. 
Sheehan , selected in October to repre­
sent Eastern in the delegation, said he has 
been preparing for the conference since 
November. 
During Christmas break, Sheehan and a 
fe l l o w  d e l e gate  fro m  I l l i n o i s  S tate 
University went to Chicago to meet with 
the actual French consulate . 
In addition, Sheehan said he has done 
library research on l ikely conference top­
ics.  
Sheehan said he feels  good about the 
abilities of his delegation . "I 'm very confi­
d e n t  in the  a m o u n t  of researcli W e "ve  
done," he  said. "All of  the other pe�p!e (in 
the group) are crearri-of-the�crop' p'eople .  
I ' m  very confident i n  their abilities." 
Model United Nations allows students to 
discuss  real and hypothetical i ssues  in a 
real United Nations format. 
makers are focu s ·R E S E R V E  0 F F  I C E R S ' T R A I N I N G C O R P S  
f J an u ary wo rkshop 
nts now have a chance to help 
okers kick the habit. 
On Jan. 26 and 27, the American 
ung Association wil l  present a 
Smoking C e s sat ion Leader 
rain ing Work shop"  in  L antz 
uilding. room 1 69.  The program 
designed to train leaders to con­
uct an eight-sess ion "Freedom 
rom S mo k i n g  C l i n i c "  to  he.Ip 
okers quit smoking. 
" B e fore w h e n  t h e  A m e r i c an 
ng As�ociation did this program. 
e trained only students, but this 
we are opening it up to every­
,'' said Helen Ferguson, regional 
irector of the American Lung 
ssociation of I l l ino i s  Eastern 
gion. 
"We are asking people who are 
n-smokers to be trained to con­
t these free-from-smoking clin-
. It's best to have a non-smoker 
trainer) but they don't have to be," 
uson said. 
Registration is limited to 24 peo­
le who must be pre-registered by 
anuary 23 by calling Ferguson col­
ect at (6 1 8 ) 664- 1 894 or  (2 1 7 ) 
37-3439. 
The cost of the workshop is $30 
ich includes a manual, handouts, 
'ce, rolls and coffee. 
"We send them (the people who 
gister) a ledger in the mail so they 
can have their homework done by 
the time they get to the workshop�" 
Ferguson said. 
Helen Saunders, a certified lead­
er trainer by the American Lung 
Association national offices in New 
York, will teach the people how to 
conduct clinics. 
Saunders will begin the work­
shop at 1 p.m. on Jan. 26 with a Jec­
tu re ent i t l ed  "Unders tanding  
Leadership Skills." 
The workshop w i l l  cont inue 
again at 6 p.m. with another lecture. 
"Understanding Group Processes." 
A "Clin ic Walk Through." which 
is a session-by-session discussion 
of the clinic manual , will be held 
the following day at 9 a.m. 
Before the morning is over, par­
ticipants wi l l  actually present a 
c l in ic  s e s s i o n . S aunders and 
Ferguson will then do evaluations 
and a wrap-up. 
'They will be certified and then 
become part of our circle of lead­
ers," Ferguson said . 
"Half of the program is on how 
to quit smoking and the other half is 
on how to stay off ,"  Ferg u s o n  
added. "It has been acknowledged 
that it takes at least 40 days to have 
a behavioral change. You can't  just 
do it over night. 
"One thousand people are dying 
each day because they chose to 
smoke .  Some e x perts say t h i s  
addiction i s  a s  difficult to handle as 
is cocaine," Ferguson added. 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE 
DOORS FIRST. 
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop 
management and leadership skills. Builds your sell­
confidence. And makes you a desirable candidate 
in the job market. 
There's no obligation until your junior year, but 
stick with it and you'll have what it takes to succeed 
- while , ..... .. 
I 
.... you --. 
ARMY ROTC 
CALL THE DEPARIMENI' OF MILITARY 
SCI� AT 581-5944 OR ST9P BY 
KLEHM HALL . RXM 308 
Cocai ne t ied 
to i ncreasi ng 
traff ic deaths 
CHICAGO (AP) - A study of 
643 people killed in New York 
City traffic accidents shows that 
18.2 percent had used cocaine 
within 48 hours of the accident. 
Of those 643, blood-alcohol 
and cocaine tests were available 
for 378 dri vers, arid 56 percent 
had used one or both. 
"Thi s will  be a nati onal 
problem," the lead researcher, Dr. 
P eter M. M arz uk, sai d 
Thursday. "I think if you looked 
at driver fatalities in other large 
cities you might find relatively 
comparable results." Marzuk and 
colleagues at Cornell University 
Medic al College i n  New York 
City and at the New York City 
medical examiner's office looked 
a t  records on all  905 traffi c 
fatalities of passengers or drivers 
from 1 9  84  through 1 9  8 7 .  The 
study e x c  1 uded fatalities 
involving pedestrians ,  bicyclists 
or people getting out of vehicles. 
Appropriate autopsy finding s 
were avai lable for 64 3 of the 
fatall y i nj ured dri v e rs and 
pa s se n g er s ,. and 1 8 . 2  perc e n t  
showed evidence of cocain,e use 
w i t h i n  4 8  h ours before the 
accident, the researchers reported 
i n  Fri d a y ' s  Journal of the 
American Medical Association. 
Among the drivers - 70 percent 
of the 643 - the prevalence of 
cocaine use was 20 percent. Of 
the drivers  ages  1 6  to  45 , the 
prevalence was 24.3 percent, the 
researchers wrote. 
"That's high. That's the highest 
I' ve seen," said Steven Gust, a 
re search psyc hol ogi st wi th the 
National Institute on Drug Abuse 
in Rockville, Md. 
Previ ous studies have found 
prev a lence s rang ing from 3 
percent to 1 1  percent, he said in a 
te lephone interview, adding that 
regi on al differences in c ocaine 
use exist, and New York is  one of 
the highest-use cities. 
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Lith uan i ans chant for freedom 
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. (AP) - President Mikhail S. 
Gorbachev assured i ndependence-seeki ng Lith­
uanians on Thursday that they would have a say in 
thei r republi c's future, but he cauti oned that a 
confrontation with Moscow could lead to tragedy. 
An estimated 300,000 Lithuani ans defied the 
visiting Gorbachev by jammi ng central Vilnius 
Thursday evening in a candlelight demonstration for 
freedom. 
"We have been tied together for these 50 years, 
whether we like it or not," Gorbachev told a crowd 
earlier i n  the day after plac ing a wreath at 
monument to Vladimir Lenin. 
Gorbachev said later that he has ordered that a la 
be written and published establishing a mechanis 
for secessi on from the Sovi et Uni on, a righ 
guaranteed by the country's 1977 Constitution b 
not recognized to date. 
"I am for self-determi nati on all the way t 
secession from the Soviet Union," Gorbachev told 
meeting of Lithuanian intellectuals. 
U .S. to beg i n  withd rawal of troops 
WASH IN GTON (AP) 
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney 
said Thursday he intends to bring 
home within weeks the thousands 
of U.S. troops sent to Panama to 
oust former Gen. Manuel Antonio 
N ori ega, and wi l l  announce 
withdrawal plans in the next few 
days. 
"We are going to be moving 
fairly rapidly to bring the troops 
home over the course of the next 
several weeks," C heney sai d, 
addi ng that "a resi dual force" 
would remain. 
"I think we' ll go back to the 
level that was there" prior to the 
invasion, he told reporters during 
a Pentagon briefing. 
Before the Dec. 20 invasion, 
about 1 3,000 U.S. troops were 
stationed in Panama, and Cheney 
emphasized that he expects to 
keep that number in the country. 
About 7 ,000 troops were 
airli fted to Panama on the fi rst 
day of the operati on, with the 
total number swelling to around 
25 ,000, Pentagon officials have 
said. 
In recent weeks, that number 
has varied as some troops have 
begun to withdraw and other 
specialized units were rotated into 
the country. 
The secretary he and the top 
mili tary leadershi p were 
"wrestling with" ideas in order to 
produce "the exact time frame" 
for withdrawi ng the additi onal 
forces and that he was hopeful 
such details could be released 
"within the next day or two." On 
Friday, 2 ,000 paratroopers who 
took part in Operation Just Cause 
are scheduled to make a mass 
parachute drop on their return to 
Fort Bragg, N.C., homebase of 
the 82nd Airborne Division. 
On another issue, Cheney said 
that he approved the use of the F-
11 7 Stealth jet fi ghter i n  the 
Panamanian operation, but that he 
objected to initial proposals for 
extensive use of the super-secret 
aircraft. 
"When the planning was done 
... there was more extensive use 
proposed for the F-1 1 7. I 
questioned specifically why we 
wanted to use that parti cul 
system, and why on thos 
particular targets. 
They went back to the drawi 
boards and came back with 
scaled-back plan in terms of 
number of targets affecte d, 
Cheney said. 
Although officials have refu 
to disclose the exact number 
planes used on the mission, th 
have said that two planes born 
the Rio Hato airfield near so 
infantry barracks i n  order 
disorient those troops and m 
the U.S. paratroopers ' arriv 
easier. 
"We wanted pinpoint accurac 
We were trying to save lives," 
said. 
�when I call Mom, 
she either wants 
to talk art or football. 
Usually football:' 
Go ahead, call her up and let 
her know the score. 
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call, 
dialed direct anytime, any day with 
A1&T, costs less than $3.007 And 
with fast connections and immedi­
ate credit for wrong numbers, how 
can you miss? 
fur more information on 
JfJ'&T Lorzg Distance Seroic.e, and 
prcxiucts like the JfJ'&T Card, call 
1 800 525-7955, Ext. 100. 
*Add applicable iaxes and surcharges. 
ATa.T 
The right choice. 
urnalism i nstructors retain 
sts on national com m ittee 
•tern journalism faculty 
John David Reed and 
Tidwell have been reap-
to two-year terms as 
en of the Press Law 
ittee for College M�dia 
rs. 
, Eastern 's journalism 
t chair and coordina-
Student Publications, is a 
reporter for the Chicago 
Times. He began teaching 
advising af�e uqiversi�y in 
most.important focus is to help 
educate students and facu lty 
about First Amendment Rights 
of c olle ge publications and 
media. The. second is to trou­
bleshoot legal pr()blems." 
Tidwell, a member of College 
Media .Advise!'$ sinoo 1974, · is . an . associate professor of jour­
n alism and an attorne y who 
serves as the legal adviser for 
Student :Publications. 
Tidwell was an adviser. for 
$tudent publications at J:ndiana 
University-Southeast ·· and. Tulsa 
Junior College from 1 973 to 
1978. 
d bas been the jour:nal- College Media Adviser s ;  chair since 1 985 and bas located .... at Memphis State,, 
.
· 
two teaching awards at University, began in 1954 as the 
em, including the Distin· �ational Council of College 
bed Faculty Member Publications Advisers. The orga- · 
in 1987. nization has more than 600 
he primary focus  of members working at two and 
ge Media Advisers i s  {our-year colleges and universi­
fo ld ," Reed said.  "'{'he . ties across the natfon. 
Daily 
Breakfast 
Specials 
Carryout available 
6- 1 1  Mon. -Fri. 
7th & Madison 
345-7427 
5-2844 
WHY 
1 block north 
of the square 
PLAY l!!!!!!::illril!� 
GAMES? 
Ca ll Jerry's for a Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House or Room In 30 
Minu tes or Less! 
TRY OUR TWO FOR 1 
2 Large Single Ingredient 
Pizzas $ 1 2.95 
Large S ing le  
g red ient P izza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6 .95 
Delivered 345-2844 
Large Two 
g red ient P izza and 
Quart of Coke 
$8.25 
Del ivered 345-2844 
Smal l S i n g le 
I ng red i ent P izza and 
Quart of Coke 
$5 .25 
Delivered 345-2844 
Smal l Two 
I n g redient P izza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.20 
Del ivered 345-2844 
n ay, anuary , 1 990  . . .  
Army pr_o motes ROTC . i nstructo r 
By DENISE EASLEY 
Staff writer 
After 1 8  years of service, 
Master Sgt. George L. Yance, a 
C hicago native and an Eastern 
ROTC instructor, was promoted 
on Thursday to the rank of 
sergeant major, one of the highest 
enlisted ranks in the Army . 
Yance, 35 , was honored at a pro­
motion ceremony sponsored by 
Eastern 's ROTC in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
Gallery. 
During the c eremony, Maj. 
Robert Dinnen and Sgt. Maj. 
Michael Brown pinned on 
Yance's chevrons while Major 
Alan Prenger read the promotion 
warrant to the ROTC command. 
"Sergeant Yance is ahead of his 
peers," said Dinnen, professor of 
military science at Eastern. 
Promotion to sergeant major is 
something which does not usually 
occur until after 2 2  years of ser­
vice, he added. 
Out of approximately 6,000 
master sergeants considered for 
promotion in 1989, only 560 were 
selected, Dinnen said. 
Prior to his duties at Eastern, 
Yance has served as an airborne 
jump master, a drill instructor and 
a drill team coach in the Army. 
He has been stationed at Ft. 
Hood, Texas; Ft. Benning, Ga. ; 
Korea, Alaska and Panama. , 
Other honors Yance has 
received in the past include the 
Army C ommendation and 
Meritorious Service Medal. 
Yance said he is looking forward 
to his next two years at Eastern. "I 
plan to retire in 1992 (after 20 years 
in the service), move to Chicago 
and teach history." 
Campus g roup honors Eastern g raduate 
Charleston resident and 195 8 Eastern graduate 
Eli Sidwell Jr. was named an honorary member of 
Eastern's Tau chapter of Delta Mu Delta at the 
organization's fall initiation banquet on Nov. 1 2 .  
"I was a little surprised; it was an honor," said 
Sidwell, who owns Eli Sidwell and Associates real­
tors and was chairman of the Lumpkin C ollege 
Dean's Business Advisory Board during the 1988-89 
school year. 
Delta Mu Delta is a national honorary society in 
business administration, whose members are select­
ed by their grade point averages. 
Sidwell said Eastern management and marketing 
instructor Michael D. Wilson, Delta Mu Delta 
adviser, told Sidwell he received the award both for 
his success in his profession and for his interest in 
Eastern students. 
" IJ ! • 1 f  '1 I L  .. t,, ! 
1 1 "' 1 -: v : · � -� o 1  
Choose from Amencan Vision's wide selev 
tion of name brand eyeglasses and contact 
lenses. You'll get 2 free. CD's or 3 free cas­
settes plus 10% off your purchase {see the 
coupon below) . Come in today and ask for 
full detailsf 
Vision Center 
Values In Sight.8 · • 
528 West Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217 /34�2527 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
SA January 1 2, 1 990 
(]!Services Offered (]!Help Wanted 
" M Y  S E C R E TA R Y "  R e s u m e s ,  
papers, letters , and more. Next t o  . 
Monicals. 903 1 8th St. 345- 1 1 50 
9-5. 
,...,.,.�-,,-,.,.,...,-�-=--.,--,-�5n M I C R OWAV E O V E N S .  $5 p e r  
m o n t h . M u st b e  p r e p a i d  i n  
advance . C A R LY L E  R E NTA L S .  
348-7746. 
(]!Help Wanted 
" ATT E N T I O N :  E A R N  M O N E Y  
R E A D I N G  B O O K S ! "  
$ 3 2 , 0 0 0/year i n co m e  potent i al : 
Detai ls .  ( 1 )  602-838-8885 Ext. Bk 
3998 . .  
__________ 1 / 1 2  
Fat Alberts now accepting appl i ­
cat i o n s  f o r  w a i t r e s s es/cocktai l 
waitresses and busboys . Apply i n  
p e r s o n  N o o n  to 4 : 00 M o n d ay­
Friday. 
__________ 1 /1 9  
Developmental Trainer Entry level 
p o s i t i o n .  P r e v i o u s  e x p e r i e n c e  
w i t h  D . D .  P op u l at i o n  or  C N A  a 
p l u s .  H o u rs M - F ;  7-3 C a l l  345-
346 1 . 
__________ 1 / 1 8  
Babysitter wanted i n  o u r  h o m e  
Wed . a n d  Fri . m o r n i n g s  a week 
for two stimulat ing chi ldren aged 
3 and 8 months. We would prefer 
a r e s p o n s i b l e  s t u d e n t  w i t h  a n  
i n t e re s t  i n  c h i l d r e n .  C a l l  3 4 5 -
43 1 0 . 
__________ 1 /1 2  
N e e d  s i t t e r  f o r  3 y e a r  o l d  g i r. 
Monday-Friday 8 :00 -3 : 1 5 .  
Transportation n eeded. 345-6 1 1 8 . 
,,,_�-�--.,.-o------1 /1 2 Program Head for adult develop­
m e n t a l  t r a i n i n g  c e n t e r .  
Undergraduate degree i n  Special 
E d u c a t i o n  or r e l at e d  H u m a n  
S k i l l s .  E x p e r i e n c e w i t h  D D .  
Popu i lation a p lus.  Hours M-F ;  8-
4 Call 345-346 1 . 
__________ 1 /1 8  
PA RT T I M E  P O S I T I O N  AVA I L ­
A B L E  I M M E D I AT E LY F O R  A 
C R I S I S  I N T E R V E N T I O N  S P E ­
C I A L I ST. M I N I M U M  R E Q U I R E -
' MENT B A  I N  PSYCHOLOGY O R  
: �LJ.\.1'.S:,D :F�L..O�;EXPER I ENCE 
' P R E F E R R E D .  TRA I N I N G  PRO-
V I D E D .  WO R K  N I G H T S  A N D  
S O M E  H O L I DAY S .  A D D R E S S  
INQUI RES TO: SUSAN ANDER­
SON, C R I S I S  I NT E R V E N T I O N  
S U P E RVISOR, COLES COUNTY 
M ENTAL H EALTH CENTER, P.O. 
BOX 907 , MATTOON (21 7)  234-
0 1 85. 
__________ 1 / 1 2  
Friday's 
WANT E D :  PA RT-T I M E  E X P E R I ­
E N C E D  FAR M  H ELP 345-5509. 
_______ ca1 /1 2,  1 6 , 1 7  
A E R O B I C S  I N ST R U CT O R  The 
C h a r l eston R ecreat ion  Dept .  i s  
taking appl ications f o r  low i mpact 
aerob ics i n structors for  3 s e s ­
s i o n s  beg inn ing Jan.  8th a t  9 :00 
a . m .  - 1 0 : 0 0  a . m .  C a n d i d a t e s  
must provide o w n  m u s i c  a n d  les­
son p l a n s .  Previous exper ience 
d e s i ra b l e .  C o ntact C h a r l eston 
Recreation Dept. at  345-6987.  
__________1 / 1 2  
(]!Adoption 
A D O P T I O N  Edu cated couple in 
ear ly 30's wish to adopt an infant 
or toddler. We' l l  give love, securi­
t y  a n d  a r u r a l  l i f e .  C a l l  o u r  
Atto rney col l ect ( 2 1 7)  352-8037 
Tom & Denise 
__________ 1 /3 1  
(]!Roommates 
Female roommate, own roo m ,  2-
3 b l o c k s  a w a y  f r o m  c a m p u s .  
Great house. Call 345-6376. 
__________1 /1 2  
(]!For Rent 
S u b l e a s e r  w a n t e d  for s p r i n g .  
R oo m m ate house broke n .  $ 1 85 
O . B . O .  inc ludes water. Close to 
Krackers. Call 348-8782 . 
__________1 / 1 2  
Nice, close to campus, furn ished 
houses for 1 990-91 school year. 
Two people per bed roo m ,  1 0 1 /2 
month lease, $ 1 65/mo.  345-3 1 48 
evenings.  
__________ 00 
For F a l l  1 990 - 1 , 2 , 3  and 4 bed­
room houses and apartments. Al l  
1 b lock from campus.  Cal l  345-
6621 or 348-8349. 
________ M , W, F OO 
L a r g e  1 b d r m  a p t .  $ 2 7 5  p e r  
month i ncludes uti l it ies. Call 348-
7987. 
__________ 1 / 1 2 
Clean 3 bedroom house. 1 block 
n o rt h  of  H ar d e e s .  R e n t  n e g o ­
tiable. 345-2945 . 
__________ 1 /20 
2 Bdr Apts open for spring sem . 
Close to campus. call 345-6453 
or 345-7507. 
__________ 1 /25 
5 B e d r o o m  H o u s e  for R E N T 
$ 1 20.00 Each 6 people .  Call 348-
5937. 
___ ,__ ____ 1 /1 2r 
(]!Roommates 
Female Subleaser Needed . $ 1 20 
a month. Own Roo m .  Free use of 
washer and drier. January R E NT 
Free. Michel le 345-72 1 3 . 
__________1 /1 2  
Needed subleaser for 3 bedroom 
apt . own roo m ,  f ireplace, modern , 
balcony,  d i shwasher ,  W/D , o n e  
b l o c k  f r o m  c am p u s ,  r e n t  $ 1 7 5 .  
Call 348-8786 . 
_____ ca1 /1 2 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8 , 1 9  
S e i t s i n g e r  R e n tal H o u s e  1 0 7 4  
1 0th S t .  Vacancy f o r  one g i rl sec­
ond sem ester. H eat and garbage 
pickup furnished. Call 345-7 1 36 .  
---------"'--�1 /1 2  
M a l e  S u b l e a s e r  f o r  S p r i n g  
s e m e s t e r  J a n u a ry R e n t  F r e e .  
Rent N egotiable .  Own Bedroo m .  
N i ce H o u s e  C l o s e  to c am p u s .  
Call 348-8327 . 
_____ ca1 /1 2 , 1 6 , 1 7 , 1 8  
Mobi le  h o m e  for rent .  Cal l  345-
6052. 
-----�----1 /1 2  
M I C R O WAV E O V E N S .  $ 5  p e r  
m o n t h . M U ST B E  P R E PA I D  I N  
ADVANCE.  CARLYLE R ENTALS. 
348-7746 . 
---------�o 
2-3 Females. P leasant furn ished 
rooms. Close to campus.  Uti l it ies 
and Cable furnished. 345-4243 . 
1 /22Qu i et 1 bedroom f u r n i s h e  
apartment. N e a r  Square. Uti l it ies 
paid. Call 345-4336. 
__________ 1 /30 
DON'T D E LAY ! One block from 
campus is this extra n ice housing 
for e i g h t  C h r i st i a n  g i r l s  ( n o n ­
smokers, p lease ) .  Avai lable 6-1 : 
Call Martha at Century 2 1 , Wood 
Real Estate , 345-4488. After 6 :30 
p . m .  345-5739. 
__________ 1 /1 2  
One bedroo m ,  fu l l  bath w/shower, 
l iv ing roo m ,  large kitchen,  lots of 
p a r k i n g .  C l o s e  to c am p u s .  
A v a i l a b l e  i m m e d i a t e l y ,  R e n t  
n e g o t i ab l e .  C a l l  5 8 1 - 2 6 9 7  o r  
(309) 672- 1 624. 
1 / 1 9  
Need 1 o r  2 non-smoking m ales 
for furnished apt . ,  qu iet neighbor­
hood near so. campus. 345-377 1 .  
1 /1 22 bdrm apt. $ 1 75 per month 
+ elec. Phone 345-620 1 . 
__________1 /1 2  
(]!For Sale 
"ATT E N T I O N  - G OV E R N M E NT 
S E IZ E D  V E H I C L E S  from $ 1 0 0 .  
F o rd s ,  M e rc ed e s ,  C o rv e tt e s ,  
Chevys . Surplus Buyers Guide .  
( 1 ) 805-687-6000 EXT. S 9997." 
__________211 6 
(]!For Rent 
F O R  S A L E :  F I N A N C I A L  
A C C O U N T I N G  W O R K B O O K  
on ly  F ifteen d o l l ars . H a s  a few 
h o m ework problems d o n e .  Cal l  
348-0837. 
__________ 1 1 1 2  
EAST E R N  I L L I N O I S  U N I V E R S l ­
T Y  / B U D W E I S E R  S TY L E  
S H I RTS- 1 00% T H I C K  COTTON -
C A L L  TO G E T  Y O U R S  5 8 1 -
2403 . 
----,----,------''1 8  Large refr. w/icemaker,  copper-
tone ,  $200. 348-8088 . 
_________ 1 /1 9  
[]!Announcements 
A D O P T I O N  I S  AN A LT E R N A ­
T I V E !  H appi ly married couple of 
1 2  years , living i n  central I l l inois ,  
would l ike to adopt your chi ld .  We 
wou ld provide your i nfant with a 
loving environment and a f inan­
c ia l ly  stab l e  home.  A l l  m ed i c a l  
a n d  legal fees paid. Please call 1 -
800-448-552 1 .  
__________ 1 / 1 8  
Quick Cas h .  H ighest pr ices paid 
for class rings, gold jewerly-dia­
m ond s, g o l d  & s i l v e r  c o i n s ­
Baseball cards. Most anything of 
value.  Call 348- 1 0 1 1  Pawn shop 
5 1 8 6th St. 
-=--,--,.-,----,-----5n Student Adam seeks student Eve 
f o r  ro m p  i n  t h e  g a rd e n .  A g e ,  
R a c e ,  U n i m p o r t a n t .  C a l l  3 4 5 -
1 409-Lv Msg . 
1 / 1 2  
W�E�L-=-c-=-o.,..M=E�B.,..AC�K�P
_
A
_
R
_
T
_
Y
_
! !  F R I  
N IGHT O N  TOP O F  PAG E  ONE.  
( R O C S )  $ 3 . 00/$3 . 5 0  C O V E R .  
E V E RYBODY W E LCOM E .  S E E  
Y O U  THERE.  
1 1 1 2  
�PA�R=T=Yc--=TO�N�IG.,..H=T�!!�O�N�TO�P OF 
PA G E  O N E  ( R O C S )  E V E R Y ­
BODY WELCOM E .  $3 .00 I $3.50 
C OV E R .  U S E  A L L E Y  D O O R  
ENTRANCE.  
__________ 1 /1 2  
M I C H E L L E  K U H N :  Yo u a r e  a 
P H I - n o m i n a l  d a u g h t e r  a n d  
pledg e !  You r  m o m  a n d  dad love 
you ! 
1 11 2  
A""-=E=R""o""B""l-=c-=o""A..,.N""c""E=--cS,-,H.,..l=RT s ! ! 
E X T R A  LA R G E  E A S T E R N  I L  
U N I V E R S I TY D A N C E  S H I RT. 
EXTRA LA R G E  EXTRA COM­
FORTABLE. 581 -2403. 
__________ 1 11 6  
3 0 %  off s e l ected c l o s e - o u t  
group� - ath l et ic s h o e s .  Mens­
ladies. lnyart's Shoes. North side 
of Uptown Square. 
1 / 1 2  
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 25 Hitchcock f i lm :  
1 Decisive 1 946 
moments 29 Word with coach 
7 Couch - (TV or fr ight 
add ict) 31 Made immobi le 
13 Fran gib le by a bl izzard 
1 4  Burden some 32 Control a market 
1 6 Small meat 33 No,  in Novgorod 
pastry . 34 Tops 
1 7 -- bomber 35 Binges 
(new U.S plane)  38 Reach a 
1 8  l love lat . dest i n ation 
19 Word with p lay 42 l stens and 
or flower cons iders 
21  Son of Gad 43 Class ical  
22 lch bin , du bist. scholars 
er -- 44 Gab 
23 Article 45 Nickname for 
24 Rather of CBS Onassis 
46 Haggard novel 
47 Medi! . country 
48 Set up 
52 Knead , o ld sty le 
53 Passed off as 
genu ine  
55  Act ress Judge et 
. al . 
57 Related to 
cougn 1ng 
5 8  Actua l ity , i n  
Aries 
59 Metal al loy 
60 Endanger ,  
th reaten 
DOWN 
1 Deep red 
2 Rice d ish 
3 "-- up to you ,  
New York" 
4 Discontinue 
5 Actress Rai nes 
6 Takes charge 
7 Nosegays 
a Aware of 
9 Kind of ager 
10 Ex-coach 
Parseghian 
1 1  El  Greco 
became one 
12 Act of wanton 
cruelty 
13 Computers ' 
contro l l ing 
mechanisms 
15 Small fish 
20 Avoid 
26 Possessed 
27 Spar ish kings 
28 January 1 3 , e g 
29 -- - law 
(daughter 's 
husband) 
30 A founta in  of 
Rome 
32 J .  F .  Cooper 
heroine 
34 linked together ,  
as friends 
35 Short - 43 "  . . .  the --
(summary they fa l l " 
treatment) 48 Keep -
38 Dense fog (continue) 
37 M u s ica l iteration 49 Drea m ,  in Dijon 
50 Master:y,  to a 38 Mystic air  Scot 
39 Of ancient 
ascetics 51 High spirits 
40 J im Thorpe was 
54 Vienna-to-Graz 
dir. 
one 
56 Dockworkers ' 
41 African pest org . 
Report errors i m m ed i ately at 5 8 1 -28 1 2 .  C 
ad wi l l  appear i n  the next editi o n .  U n less no 
we cannot be responsib le for an , incorrect ad 
its fi rst i nsertio n .  Dead l i n e  2 p . m .  previous da� 
(]!Announcements 
E l v i s  P. Yo u r  beer  gut  is m u c h  
nicer than your cheeseburger gut 
of the past. I 'm happy to be near 
it agai n !  Love , Prisci l la .  
_________ 1 1 1 2  
T R I  S I G M A P L E D G E S :  N o . 1 
P l e d g e s !  W e l c o m e  b a c k ,  a n d  
Good Job o n  Nationals!  You guys 
are the best! Sigma love, Amy. 
__________1 /1 2  
- A l p h a  S i g s  w e l c o m e  back l et 's  
h ave a teriffic semester all those 
g o i n g  to I n d i a n a  State p l e a s e  
don't forget w h o  y o u  a r e  it's going 
to be a great t ime.  
__________ 1 11 2  
Alpha Sigs,  don't  forget m eeti ng 
Sunday at the house!  
__________ 1 /1 2  
Congratu lations to my son- in- law 
T O N Y  G R A Z  a n d  M O N I C A  
CAREY o f  A G O  on gett ing l ave­
liered. Love (Mom) Sonja. 
__________1 /1 2  
Carrie Curt is:  Congratulations o n  
getting pinned t o  Steve Godsell o f  . 
Pi Kappa Alpha! Love , Bon, Amy 
& Denise. 
__________ 1 / 1 2  
M i c h e l l e  B i d e n k a p  a n d  J o h n  
Sul l ivan - Congratulations o n  get­
t i n g  e n g ag e d ! I l o v e  y o u  two ! 
Love, Denise.  
__________ 1 / 1 2  
For Rent 
WAT C H  OUT! MARY JOY 
ON T H E  L O O S E !  H ap p y  
b i rt h d ay Mares - N o w  yo  
h ave t o  wait f o r  me.  Love 
J I L L  H A P P Y 2 1  ST B 
W E ' V E  B E E N  T H ROUGH 
WA ITING FOR THIS DAY! 
WA I T  TO SAY H I  TO OF 
W I LLIAMS!  LOVE T R I C IA. 
M A R C Y  H A P PY 2 0 T H  
T R Y  T O  M A K E  I T  TO 
O W N  R O O M  T O N I G H T  
O U T  ANYONE'S B .V. D. 'S .  
T R I C I A .  
T R I  S I G MA S :  W e l c o m e  
G o o d  l u c k  i n  t h e  u p c  
semester. I ' m  looking forw 
seeing you al l  again !  Love, 
S I G M A N U  I N F O R M A L  
STA RTS T U E S DAY ! JAM 
N I G H T  O N  W E D N ESDA 
R U S H E ES HAVE A CHAN 
WIN A F R E E  T R I P  TO JA 
Spring break will be here 
you know it. Get ready n 
y o u r  d o n ' t  w a nts i n  The  
Eastern News cl assif ieds 
58 1 -28 1 2 for info 
Official Notice 
Official Notices are paid for through the office of Uni  
R e l <1t i o n s .  Al l  q u est i o n s  c o n ce r n i n g  n ot ices shou 
d irected to that office. 
Appl ication for Graduation 
Appl ication and reappl i cat ion 
for  g r a d u a t i o n  f o r  S p r i n g  
Semester 1 990 m ust b e  accom ­
plished no later than t h e  deadl ine 
of 4:30 p .m.  on Fr iday, January 
1 9 , 1 990.  The application forms 
are av a i l ab l e  in t h e  R e c o r d s  
Office. 
J ames E .  Mart in 
Resistrar 
Full-Time Student 
Academically 
In order  to b e  c o n s i d e r e d  a 
ful l-time student academical ly, 
a student must carry at least 1 2  
s e m ester h o u rs each sem ester 
and at least 6 semester h o u rs 
dur ing a summer term . For any 
n u mber of semester hours l ess 
than 12 dur ing a semester and 6 
during a summer term , a student 
is considered a part-time student 
academically. This is the rule by 
w h i c h  Records Off i c e  cert i f i e s  
s t u d e n t s  as f u l l - t i m e  to s u c h  
a g e n c i e s  a s  S o c i a l  S e c u r i t y ,  
G o o d  Student D i s co u n t ,  e t c .  I f  
y o u  have qu estio n s  conce r n i n g  
a n y  o f  t h i s ,  p l e a s e  c o n t act  
Records Office. 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
H O U S I N G  
G U I D E  
i s  Com i ng Soon 
For More I nfo . 
Cal l  You r  Ad Rep 
Today 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Student Information Cha 
W h e n  changes occur, 
are d etected , o r  i nform 
missing i n  the following b 
e g o r i e s ,  p l ease report th 
the offices indicated: 
H o u s i n g  - l o c a l  a n d/or 
address an'd telephone nu  
S t u d e n t  Acad e m i c  Servi 
residency status,  degree, 
minor,' option ,  advisor; 
Records Office - social 
n u m b e r, n a m e ,  c l ass i f i  
m a r i t a l  s t at u s ,  o r  a n y  
changes or additions not 
above. 
Samuel J .  Taber 
Dean Student Academic 
Students with Double 
Students with double 
should official ly declare t 
this office (Main 1 1 6) at th · 
l iest opportunity. 
Samuel J. Taber 
Dean Student Academic 
A p a rt m e  
R e n t a l s  
9 :00-5 :00 'p 
M-F  
Keep up to date on 
Campus and 
Community events 
Send You r  Parents 
S u bscri pt ion  to 
THE DAILY 
EASTERN 
NEWS. 
Call 58 1 -28 1 2  For info 
Friday's 
Classified ads 
Report errors i m m ed i ately at 5 8 1 -28 1 2 .  Correct 
ad wi l l  appear in the next editio n .  U nless notified , 
we cannot be responsib le for an incorrect ad after 
its fi rst i n sertion .  Deadl ine  2 p . m .  previous day. 
ficial Notices 
Constitution Exam 
Constitution Examination 
given in the afternoon and 
g of Thursday, Febru ary 
ter in person from 1 1  :00 
Monday through Friday at 
in the Union Bookstore 
; bring your E I U  I D ,  and if 
retaking the exam, $2 for 
. The registration deadline 
I s  exam i s  T h u rs d ay,  
8 .  
may retake th is  exam as 
t imes as n ec e s s ary to 
but o n  sched u l e s  dates 
Competency Exam 
H e a l t h  S t u d i e s  
ency Examination wHI be 
on T h u rsday,  A p r i l  1 9 .  
i n  person from 1 1  :00 to 
nday through Friday at 
in the Union Bookstore 
; bring your  E I U  ID and $2 
fee. The registration dead­
r th i s  exam is Thursd ay, 
1 2. 
OT E .  Yo u m a y  take t h e  
th St u d i e s  C o m p e t e n cy 
lnation only once. April 1 9  
only date that this exam wil l  
e d  this semester. 
. Dodd 
Testing Services 
lt lng Competency 
Examination 
atisfy graduation requ i re­
lor the Bachelor's degree 
I l l inois University, you 
pass t h e  W r i t i n g  
petency E x a m i n at i o n . 
to take this examination 
you have completed sixty 
hours uun ior standing) 
e credit for both Engl ish 
and t 002. The fi rst of two 
!nations this semester w i l l  
l ven  o n  F e b r u ary 20 .  
In person ,  BEG INNING 
RY 8, from 1 1  :00  to  3 :00 
y thro u g h  F riday at t h e  
I n  the U n i o n  Bookstore 
; bring photo I D  and $ 1 0  
h e  fee . R E G I ST R AT I O N  
CLOSE AS SOON A S  ALL 
LABLE SEATS ARE TAKEN. 
last  day  to c a n c e l  a n d  
a refund is February 6 .  
ss ing t h e  W r i t i n g  
patency Exam i n at ion  i s  a 
lion requirement as stated 
e 40 of the 1 98 1 -82 cata­
e 43 of the 1 983-84 cata-
45 of the 1 985-86 and 
catalogs , and page 44 in  
989-90 catalog. 
K. Dodd 
Testing Services 
-Time Student Insurance 
r ing S e m ester, 1 990 stu­
who are registered for  9 ,  
1 0 , or 1 1  hours a s  resident stu­
d e n t s  may p u rc h a s e  S t u d e n t  
Accident and Sickness insurance 
for the semester by obtaining an 
application from Student H ealth 
I n s u ra n c e  S t u d e n t  S e r v i c e s  
Bui ld ing East W i n g ,  a n d  making 
p ay m e n t  p r i o r  to 3 : 3 0  p . m .  
J a n u a r y  2 4 ,  1 99 0 ,  a t  t h e  
Cashier's window in the Business 
Office. 
Joyce Cinq-Mars 
Medical Insurance 
Specialist 
Dependent Insurance 
Stu d e n ts w h o  h av e  o u r  
Student Accident a n d  Sickness 
I n s u rance for Spring Sem ester 
1 99 0 ,  a n d  who d e s i r e  to p u r­
chase Spring Semester coverage 
f o r  t h e i r  d e p e n d e n t s  s h o u l d  
o b t a i n  an a p p l i c a t i o n  f r o m  
S t u d e n t  H e a l t h  I n s u ra n c e , 
Student Services Bui ld ing,  EAst 
Wing, and make payment prior to 
3 :30 p . m .  January 24, 1 990 at 
t h e  C a s h i e r ' s  w i n dow i n  t h e  
Business Office. Cost for Spring 
Semester 1 990 Dependent cover­
age is :  
Spouse - $70.00 
EACH Chi ld - $48.40 
Please note : Even though you 
h ave purchased spouse and/or 
dependent i n s u rance coverage ,  
spouse and dependents are  not 
e n t i t l e d  to u s e  P h a r m acy o r  
H ea l t h  Serv ices w i t h  t h e  p u r­
chase of this insurance. 
Student Insurance Refund 
Students who can provide evi­
dence of having health insurance 
equal to or better than the E I U  
Student Sickness a n d  Accident 
Insurance, may request "Petition 
for Insurance Refund" forms from 
S t u d e n t  H e a l t h  I n s u ra n c e ,  
Student Services Bui ld ing,  East 
Wing.  A copy of your insurance 
company's outl ine of coverage or 
a copy of your medical ID card 
must be attached to the complet­
ed "Petition for Insurance Refund" 
forms. 
JAnuary 24, 1 990 is the last date 
these petitions wi l l  be accepted 
for Spring Semester, 1 990. 
Joyce Cinq-Mars 
Medical Insurance 
Specialist 
Teacher Education Meeting 
Students m ust formal ly apply 
for a dm i s s i o n  to Te ac h e r  
Educat ion a t  a meet ing sched­
u l e d  each s e m e s t e r  b y  t h e  
C o l l e g e  of  E d u cat io n .  At t h i s  
m eeti n g ,  app l i cat ion forms are 
distributed and the rules and reg­
u lations pertain ing  to adm ission 
to and r e t e n t i o n  in Te ac h e r  
Education are explained. 
Students who are now entering 
a teache r  preparat ion program 
should attend one of the fol lowing 
meetings to apply for admission 
to Teacher Education :  
Thu rsday, J a n u ary 25 ,  1 990,  
from 2:00-3:00 p.m.  OR 
Fr iday, January 26 ,  1 990,  from 
3 :00-4:00 p .m.  
These meet ings w i l l  be h e l d  i n  
t h e  B u zzard B u i l d  I n g  
Auditorium. 
Yo u m u st  b e  a d m i tt e d  to 
Te ach e r  E d u c a t i o n  1 O w e e ks 
prior to the semester in which you 
p l a n  to S t u d e n t  Te ac h . T h e  
adm i ssion dead l i n e  for summer 
semester student teaching is April 
3 ,  1 990, and the adm ission dead­
l i n e  for f a l l  s e m e s t e r  s t u d e n t  
teaching is J u n e  1 3, 1 990. 
The next opportunity to apply 
for ad m i s s i o n  to Te ac h e r  
E d u cat i o n  w i l l  b e  s u m m e r  
semester 1 990. 
Francis Summers 
Director Cl inical Experiences 
Important: ISSC Recipients 
The I l l inois State Scholarship 
Co m m i ss i o n  w i l l  NOT pay for 
course repeats IF you receive a 
g rade of "D" the f i rst t ime A N D  
t h e  n u m b e r  of  h o u rs of t h e  
repeated c o u r s e  r e d u c e s  your  
acad e m i c  load to less than 1 2  
SPRING 1 990 TEST SCH EDULE 
TEST REGISTRATION 
DATE: TIME PERIOD 
CQHSIII!Jl:IQH February 1 5  1 p.m. Jan . 8 - Feb. 8 
{Fee -$2 for retakes) & 7 p .m . 
March 1 3  2 :30 p.m. Feb. 9-Mar. 6 
April 1 7  2 :30 p.m. Mar. 7-Apr. 1 0  
t!EA!.Tt! CQMPET&HCY April 1 9  2:30 p.m. Jan. 8-Apr. 1 2  
(Fee - $2.00) 
WRITINQ CQMPETENCYFebruary 20 3 :30 p.m. Jan. 8-Feb. 6* 
{Fee - $1 0) 
April 1 2  3 :30 p.m. Feb. 7-Mar.23* 
A pict1,Jre. ID and the test fee are required for registration. 
*R!;!gular r11gi�!ratiQn fQr !h!l Wri!ing J;;xamioa!iQn QI�!!� a� �QQn a� the :144 
availa!21!1 §!lil.l� ar11 !ak11n. 
David K. Dodd, Director of Testing Services 
semester hours which is full-time. 
You m ay receive onl y  h alf-t ime 
s u p p o rt f rom ISSC o r  m ay b e  
r e q u i re d  t o  r e i m b u rs e  t h e  
U niversity for up t o  half o f  your 
tu it ion and fees.  Further, i f  you 
were enrol led half-time to begin 
w i t h , a r e p e a t c o u r s e  m a y 
c a u s e  y o u  t o  l o s e  a l l  I S S C  
f u n d i n g .  
NOTE: The deadl ine for apply­
ing in Records Office to repeat a 
course is prior to the 2 1 st class 
January 1 2, 1 990  9A 
Official Notices are paid for through the office of University 
R e l at i o n s .  A l l  q ue st i o n s  conce r n i n g  n ot ices  s h o u ld b e  
d irected to that office. 
day. This Spring Semester dead­
line is February 7-you must apply 
no l ater than 4:30 p . m .  on that 
date if you are repeating a course 
in which you originally received a 
grade of "D" and hope to be an 
ISSC recipient. 
If you have any questions con­
cerning th is,  call Financial Aids at 
581 -371 3.  
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Grade Change Appeals 
Appeals to change assigned 
grades m ust be In itiated by the 
student through the appropriate 
i nstructors withi n  four weeks after 
the start of the grading period fol ­
lowing the one for which the con­
tested grades are recorded. The 
deadl ine for Fall Semester 1 989 
g r ad e  c h a n g e  a p p e a l s  i s  
Wednesday, February 7 ,  1 990. 
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Spring Semester 1 990 
Sat Mon Tue Wed Thu 
May 5 May 7 May a May 9 May 1 0  
M-1 800 T-900 
0800-1 000 M-1 300 M-1 200 Makeup or M-0800 or 
Arranged T-0930 
T- 1 200,T- 1 230 M-1 600 
1 030- 1 230 M-1 500 Makeup or M-1 000 T- 1 300 Makeup or I 
Arranged Arranged 
T- 1 500,T- 1 530 T-01 000 T-1 800 
1 300- 1 500 Makeup or M-0900 or Makeup or T- 1 1 00 
Arranged T- 1 030 Arranged 
1 530- 1 730 T- 1 400 T- 1 600 M-1 1 00 M-1 400 T-0800 
1 900-21 00 - M - 1 900 T- 1 900 W- 1 900 R-1 900 
1 .  Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the 
week irrespective of whether the fi rst hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour 
of the multiple-hour block. 
3. A M-, T-, W, or R· prefix i ndicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. For example,  M-0800 indicates the scheduleJ9Q. 
t ime for the final examination in a class having its fi rst class hour meeting of the week- at 
08000 on Monday, R· 1 900 is a class having its first class hour meeting of the week on 
Thursday, etc. 
4. Final exami nation periods indicated in the above schedule as Makeup/Arranged are 
to be used only in cases where:  
a. The first class hour meeting of  the week does not  conform to the schedule patterns 
establ ished herein ; 
b. The meeting t ime of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedulele as "ARR" ; 
c. A student presents an approved examination change request form. 
5. F inal  examinations i n  one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the 
instructor and, if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the 
term. 
6. Final examinations in cou rses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion 
of an i nstructor and . if given' are to conform to the schedule patterns establ ished herein.  
7. Final examinations are to be g iven in  a l l  cou rses un less specifical ly exempted under the 
provisions of 5 and/or 6 above, or by departmental recom mendation. 
8. Students may not deviate from the publ ished final examination schedule without written 
approval of the Dean, Student Academic Services . 
g. Instructors may not deviate from the publ ished final examination schedule without writ­
ten approval of the department chair and the Dean of the Col lege, according to guide­
l i nes establ ished by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Sam Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
Campus Clips Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
TIAN CAMPUS HOUSE i s  h av i n g  a J eff Moody Concert 
ht at 7:00 pm at the Christian Campus House.  Free wi l l  dona-
1 .00. This w i l l  be a great concert you won't want to m iss. 
one is welco m e !  
· 
EV FOUNDATION AT EIU wi l l  have the Lighthouse at 9 :00 
to 1 :00 a .m.  at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. The 
ouse is a bar alternative. Music/dancing and fun begins at 
p.m. Follow the beaco n .  Open every Friday n i g ht .  
w i l l  have their  1 st meet ing of 1 990 o n  Tues . ,  Jan . 1 6  at  5 : 1 5 
in KH 1 1 0. Speaker from I l l i nois Consol idated . 
TIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP wi l l  have Bible Study & fe l ­
ip on Jan . 1 7  at  7 :00 p.m.  at  the C hristian Campus House 
of  Lawson Hal l .  Everyon e  i s  welco m e !  
wil l have a mandatory m eetin g  on Jan 1 3th from 4 - 7  i n  the 
Bal l room for  a l l  g ir ls interested i n  be ing i n  the Miss Black 
pageant. 
BAPTIST FELLOWSHIP · w i l l  h av e  C h o i r  R e h e a rsal  o n  
ays from 3 :00 - 5 :00 i n  0 1 3  FAM .  Sunday s e rvice w i l l  b e  
a t  3 :00p . m .  a t  U B F  C h u rch . F o r  m o r e  i n f o .  c a l l  S h e ry s e  
r e  at 3 1 42.  
TIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP wi l l  h ave Su nday morn ing 
ip on Jan.  14 at  1 0 :30 a. m .  at  the Ch ristian Campus House 
of Lawson Hal l .  Come early for doughnuts, mi lk & j u ice. 
E NOTE : Campus Cl ips are run free of charge ON E DAY 
":( tor any event .  Al l  c l ips s h o u l d  be s u b m itted to T h e  Dai ly 
rn news office by noon O N E  B U S I N ESS DAY B EFORE THE 
OF EVE NT. E x a m pl e :  a n  event sch e d u l e d  for  T h u rsday 
u ld be s u b m i tted as a C a m p u s  C l i p  by n o o n  W e d n e sday. 
day is dead l ine  for Friday, Satu rday or Su nday events . )  Clips 
·�9 ,after de_aQjioe �Jh.L N..9J be publ istwp. No cljps wi l l  be 
-ptrone�'ffily . ettp-ttrattriltegtb1 e IJT-CO ntainS<::onfiictin g 
ation W ILL NOT BE R U N .  Cl ips my be ed ited for  avai lable 
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Foreman, Cooney set 
for 'weig hty'  contest 
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ. (AP) 
- The bottom line, not the 
waistline, is  what concerns 
heavyweight George Foreman. 
The former he avyweight 
champion looks like he hasn ' t  
missed a meal in  a long time, 
but he can't see any reason why 
he should. 
"I' m going to eat what [ want 
and drink all the liquids I want," 
Foreman said Thursday before a 
final new s conference at 
Caesars for his scheduled 1 0-
round bout ag a inst Gerry 
Cooney on Monday night. 
"I train hard - then whatever 
I weigh, that's it." 
Since launching a comeback in 
19 8 7  to earn money fo r his 
youth center in Houston,  
Foreman has won all 19 of his 
fights, 18 by knockout. 
Las Vegas oddsmakers l ist 
Foreman as a 2 - 1  favorite to 
beat the 3 3 -year-old Cooney, 
Sports Briefs 
who hasn't  fought since he was 
stopped in the fifth round by 
Michael Spinks on June 1 5 ,  
1 987. 
Foreman, who will be 42 on 
Jan. 22, said he will weigh at 
least 2 50 pounds for the fight. 
Cooney is expected to weigh in 
the low to mid-230s. 
The weigh-in will be held 
Sunday night during a fight 
show at Caesars. 
H an ifan charged with D U I 
ATLANTA (AP) - Atl anta 
Falcons interim coach Jim 
Hanifan was in police custody 
Thursday fol lowing his arrest 
on charges of driving under the 
influence and simple battery of 
an officer. 
Police spokeswoman Glenda 
Lock said Hanifan was arrested 
about 4 a.m. in north Atlanta. 
He apparently was stopped for 
driving without his lights on. 
She said Hanifan was 
charged with DUI, no proof of 
insurance, no lights and simple 
battery of a police officer. 
�· . .  Lock said Hanifan was being 
, J}e�d at tht; Grady Memorial 
Hospital detention center, where 
h e  was taken for ;i blood ­
alcohol test. She said Hanifan 
registered . 15 on the test, above 
the legal limit of . 10. 
"He also got into a scuffle 
with either the arresting officer 
or the transporting officer and 
received a small laceration over 
his left eye," she said. 
Falcons spokesman Charlie 
Taylor was not in his office and 
cou l d  not be reached 
immediately for comment. 
Hanifan, former head coach 
for the St. Louis Cardinals, was 
the Falcons' offensive co­
ordinator until head coach 
Marion Campbell resigned in 
November. Hanifan took over 
the Falcons for their final four 
games of the 1 9 8 9  season, 
losing all four. 
N BA f i nes Barkley, Jackson 
N EW Y ORK ( AP) - A 
friendly wager between Charles 
B arkley and Mark J ackson 
turned into a costly one for both 
players Thursday. 
The NBA fined each player 
$5 ,000 after learning they had a 
running $500 bet on who makes 
the big pl ay when B arkley 's 
Phil adelphia 76ers p l a y  
Jackson 's New York Knicks. 
there was nothing more going 
on here than some verbal  
jockeying between two friendly 
rivals, it is my responsibility to 
m ake it plain to  Messr s . 
B arkley and J ackson , and 
everyone else in the · NBA, that 
on the sub ject of g ambling , 
even the slightest appearance of 
impropriety is a serious matter," 
Stem said. 
Commissioner David Stern 
levied the fines after meeting 
with Barkley and Jackson. 
"While I am persuaded that 
Jackson and the Knicks 
declined comment on the fines. 
Barkley could not be reached 
for comment. 
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' N i n e rs test the i r dom i nance i n  '90 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The 
San Francisco 49 ers have 
wrapped up the title as NFL team 
of the ' 80s and now they try to 
become one of the teams for all 
time in any sport. 
And it all seems all too familiar 
to the man trying to stop them. 
"We' ve always had to deal with 
the 49ers," says John Robinson, 
the Los Angeles Rams coach who 
grew up less than 5 miles from 
what is now Candlestick Park. 
"If I could change anything in 
these past 7 years, I' d like to have 
the 49 ers in the Canadian 
League." 
He gets his chance Sunday. 
If Robinson's Rams beat t he 
49ers at Candlestick, they head 
off to New Orleans for the Super 
Bowl and send the 49ers home, 
denied their shot at becoming the 
first team in a decade to win two 
straight N FL titles and their 
fourth championship of the 1980s. 
It' s  not Canada, but it ' s  good 
enough, particularly since the 
Rams, in their only Super Bowl, 
were the victims when Pittsburgh 
won its second straight and fourth 
.NFC 
Championship 
of the ' 70s in January, 1980. And 
it would be good enough to make 
the Rams the first NFC wild-card 
team under the current format to 
make it to the Super Bowl. 
Unlike almost anyone else in 
the NFL, the Rams have proven 
they can play with the 49ers. In 
three games, including an 
exhibit ion, t his season, Los 
Angeles has scored 56 points, San 
Francisco 55. 
The teams are also very similar 
in quarte rbacks, receivers and 
coaches and are playing the 8 l st 
game in a rivalry that has been 
one of the most visible in football 
for 40 years. 
San Francisco's Joe Montana, 
winner of three Super Bowls and 
two Super Bowl MVP trophies, is 
coming off his first MVP season, 
one in which he completed more 
than 70 percent of his passes and 
set a record for quarterback rating 
at 112 .6. Wi.th Jerry Rice and 
John Taylor he might make 
best quarterback-wide rec 
combination in the NFL. 
Los Angeles' Jim Everett, 
has emerged this year as pe 
the Montana of t he ' 90s ,  
classic quarterback who f 
least one year has eclipsed 
year ' s  qu arterback of the ' 
Randall Cunningham of P 
delphia. W ith Everett, H 
Ellard and Flipper Anderso 
Rams have probably the se 
best quarterback-wide rec 
combination in the league. 
The coaches, two 
Franciscans, Robinson 
George Seifert, were both p 
a staff at the University of 
in 1970 that quit en masse 
coach Jerry Frei quit rather 
follow orders to fire his assis 
Robinson has been a pl 
coach in s\x of his seven 
seasons. Seifert, who in his 
year as the successor to  
Walsh, aka "The Genius,' 
established his own reput 
with a 1 4-2 record, and a 4 
rout over Minnesota in his 
playoff game. 
B rowns defense m ust co ntai n E lw 
DENVER (AP) - Bud knows 
defense, even if it didn' t  look that 
way last weekend. 
Dan knows offense, although 
you might not have thought so 
last weekend. 
The Browns and Broncos will 
play for the AFC championship 
for the third time in four years 
after barely surviving the first 
round of the playoffs. Cleveland, 
under rookie head coach B ud 
Carson, a defensive wizard, beat 
Buffalo 34-30 even though the 
Bills marched up and down the 
field in the second half. Only a 
dropped pass by Ronnie Harmon 
in the end zone in the dying 
seconds kept the Browns alive. 
Denver was just as fortunate to 
advance. Outplayed by Pittsburgh 
for most of the divisional playoff 
game , the Broncos put together 
two drives and pulled off one big 
play to win 2 4-23 .  It was not 
vintage Broncos offense, at least 
not the kind Reeves coaches. 
LOOKING 
INTO A 
PLACE · 
TO LIVE 
NEXT 
SEMESTER? 
AFC 
Championship 
"We didn 't burn the films, but I 
would like to have burned them,'' 
said Carson , who took over for 
Marty Schottenheimer this season 
after " more y e ars than I can 
remember" as an assistant coach. 
" We showed them for about 
four hours . We 've got to make 
corrections and we stayed in 
there w atching to make those 
corrections. 
"You get to thinking you ' re 
pretty good and then you have the 
kind of weeks like we had the last 
two." 
The Browns have gone to a 4-3 
align ment under C arson , who 
helped build the Steel Curtain 
when Pittsburgh was dominating 
the NFL in the 1 970s. He also put 
together a strong defense with the 
Rams and an overachieving one 
with the Jets before movin 
Cleveland. 
'T m sure you will see a 
effort and a better defense 
Sunday, " Cars on said. " 
have to be better." 
Broncos know they have 1 
chance of winning a low-sc 
struggl e with the Bro 
a lthough they are better s 
to do so this time than in 
previous two AFC title g 
. meetings. 
"We sputtered a bit, but we 
came through when he had 
Reeves said. "We made some 
plays and we felt very fortun 
get that win. 
"In any game, you would 
to control the ball more , 
John ( Elway) on the 
throwing and Bobby Hump 
running. When you are pla 
for the conference champio 
you need all of your weapons. 
FIND THE PLACE OF YOUR DREAMS IN 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
t f . •  •' 
HOUSING GUIDE 
Thursday, January 25 
Deadline to place an ad is Thurs�a�Jan. 18 
ly Eastern News Friday, January 12, 1990 
nther track sq uad wi l l  host 
stral ian team i n - exh i bit ion 
's track team will get a challenge from 
er when a track squad from New Castle, 
visits Lantz Fieldhouse Saturday at 5 p.m. 
It will be the first meet on the road to the team's 
goa l s  of repeat ing as indoor and outdoor 
Association of Mid-Continent Universities champi­
ons.  
"We've got a very good shot at winning the out­
doors again," Moore said. "We ' re not as strong 
indoors as we've been, but I think we can pull it off 
again." 
y are not as competitive as we are," Eastern 
eil Moore said of the Australian team. "It is 
of members 14-42 years of age." Moore will not have sprinter Ian Isaacs for the 
indoor season, as he has only one semester of out­
door eligibility remaining, but he will have sprint­
er/hurdler Dan Steele and a mile relay team that 
will perhaps include Steele, seniors Don Glover and 
Greg Heggs and freshman Chris Fowler. 
Australian team is not the country's national 
but rather a touring group facing competition 
ut North America. 
're doing it as a favor to the Gill Athletic 
y, which is sponsoring the team," Moore 
"Members of our team are hosting the 
ians over the weekend. It 's an exercise in 
·onal relations." 
Steele will probably miss the meet because of 
minor injuries. 
Panthers will also get a helping of some 
rown American competition in Parkland 
, the Terre Haute Track Club and the Illini 
"Dan 's been hurting a li!tle bit ," Moore said. 
"There are a couple of guys who we may hold out. 
We don't want to risk it at this stage."  
Fowler will compete in the mile relay and the 
600-meter dash. Moore is impressed with him so 
far. 
Club. 
will be kind of a shakedown meet to find out 
uch work we accomplished over break," 
said. "We've got a good team. Things are 
good. We don't know how good of quality 
"We do have some new young recruits that are 
looking very good," Moore said. "We have some 
surprises for the competition." 
got, but we 're pretty deep in most events. 
esidents' i n it iative pushes 
• From page 12A 
coach Rick Samuels vehe­
disagree with the basket-
s. 
nally feel like it really 
ot attack the problem of 
t-athletes being absent in 
m," Samuels said. "If 
ts) are really concerned, 
t m ake it a patch- quilt 
. Let's sit down and figure 
best way to resolve this." 
uels and Ryan said that 
the basketball season by 
es and moving the start 
"ce up a couple of weeks, 
1 takes effect at the start 
992 season, will solve lit-
't think anyone is fooled 
g three games out of the 
II schedule," Ryan said. 
tes) are still going to put 
uch time on the practice 
th-ey di-d befure. J\nd 
totally misguided if you 
ayers are going to spend 
xtra tw o weeks before 
in the library." 
rmore, Ryan said larger 
s i t ies like Illin ois and 
would lose considerable 
e from dropping two or 
home basketball  games 
ir  yearly schedule. The 
n becomes non-revenue 
which will get the axe in 
et crunch. 
is going to trickle down 
wim teams," Ryan said. 
ing to hurt other sports 
than basket b all.  The 
ts Commission may have 
the fate of non-revenue 
we know them at larger 
Eastern and schools its 
ELCOME 
CK BASH 
WITH 
OOBEE 
Sat .  1 3  
of Roes 
' '  
We have to give those 
studen ts who a re stu­
den t-a th letes the best 
oppo r t u n i ty w e  ca n 
prov ide (for them) to 
excel in the classroom.  
- Eastern president 
Stan Rives 
size and on a similar competitive 
level, Ryan said they too could 
feel the crunch of the conven­
tion's basketball legislation. He 
said he feels it  w H I  make i t  
tougher for Eastern to schedule a 
Purdue (as it did this year) or an 
Illinois (as it will next year). 
"Scho ols like P urdue and 
Illinois are dealing with a limited 
number of non-conference ball­
games," Ryan said, alluding to the 
B i g  Ten 's 1 8 - game schedule , 
leaving only seven regular-season 
non-conference dates. "Given the 
choice between playing a school 
like us and, say, a Georgetown on 
national television, they 'll play on 
television." 
S amuels s aid he sees even 
more problems. 
"A lot of our non-conference 
games are played during semester 
break," he said. "We're still going 
to play the majority of our games 
in January and February." 
And, limiting the number of 
Stah Rives 
tournaments "takes away some of 
the opportunities our players have 
to travel and other educational 
�xpeFi�nces," Samuels said. 
If basketball reformation is 
actual warfare , then other issues 
make for interesting conflict. 
Many basketball coaches are 
pressing for modificati on of 
Proposition 48, which currently 
mak�s a player forfeit his fresh­
man year of eligibility if he fails 
to meet specific academic guide­
lines. 
"One of the things that 
occurred (Wednesday) is that the 
athletic directors and the 
Commission decided that the ath­
letic directors ought to send repre­
sentatives to the next Presidents 
Commissi on meeting," Rives 
said. 
"To put it bluntly, the presi­
dents got the attention of the ath­
letic directors. And that, we think, 
is a good thing." 
TONITE 
LIVE 
1 1BACKSTR.BET1 1 
Playing from 9- 1 
1 QQ Entertainment Fee 
l l A 
Lady Panthers 
*From page 12A 
Conference, while Drake falls to 
6-7, 2-2 in conference play. 
"We could not afford to lose 
it," Hilke said. "As amazing as it 
sound s ,  it was a pivotal game 
early in the season." 
One Lady Panther who drew 
praise from Hilke was freshman 
Karen Miller. Miller played 1 3  
minute s ,  scoring one point and 
grabbing two rebounds. Hilke was 
most impressed with her attitude. 
"I'm really pleased with her per­
formance," Hilke said. "I thought 
' She will do specifically what we 
tell her to do . '  She just ran the 
offense so well. She got to the top 
and she didn't take the bad shot." 
Eastern will try t o  even i ts  
Gateway mark and Hilke will try 
to win her 200th game as Lady 
Panther coach when Eastern hosts 
Northern
' 
Iowa Saturday at 7 : 35 
p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
DRAKE (64) 
Jensen 1 3-20 5-5 31 , Fitzgerald 5·1 2  0-1 
1 0, Stanton 1 -2 3-3 5,  Simmons 1 -5 0-0 2, 
P i lcher 0-2 0-0 0, Haraldson 3-7 0-0 6 ,  
Maison 4-8 2·2 1 0. Totals 27-56 1 0- 1 1  64. 
EASTERN (68) 
Ethridge 3-5 0-0 6, Perkes 8·1 4  5-5 23. 
Powell  0-1 0 - 0  0, R o l l e r  9- 1 6  2-2 2 3 ,  
Youngman 0-4 0 - 0  0 ,  Frierdich 3-6 0 - 2  6,  
Miller 0-0 1 -2 1 ,  Williams 0-0 2-2 2, Mul l  1 -5 
3-4 5, Losenegger 0-1 0-0 0, Rogiers 0-2 2-2 
2. Totals 24-54 1 5- 1 9  68. 
Halftime: Eastem 39, Drake 32. Fouled out: 
Jensen. 3-point goals: Eastern 5 (Rol ler 3, 
Perkes 2) .  Rebounds: Drake 35 (Haraldson 
7), Eastern 28 (Mull ,  Frierdich 4). Total fouls: 
Drake 21 , Eastern 1 6. Attendance: 1 97. 
AM C U  road 
• From page l 2A 
opponen t s  to 5 8 . 2  points per 
game. "We certainly respect their 
half-court defense," Samuels said. 
"They get after you. 
"And, I think the kids have to 
realize we have to give an all-out 
effort. We have to be committed 
to aggressive defense and aggres­
sive rebounding." 
The Phoenix 's offense is just as 
defensive-minded, averaging 63.9 
points per game. "They 're a very 
discipl ined offensive team , "  
Samuels said. "They use a lot of 
motion and screens and can shoot 
from the perimeter." 
Sophomore guard Tony Bennett, 
head coach Dick Bennett's son, is 
the only player averaging in double 
figures for Wisconsin-Green Bay at 
15 .6 points per game. He is shoot­
ing 46.7 percent from three-point 
range. 
Illinois-C hicago presents 
entirely different problems for the 
Panthers, namely athletic ability. 
"UIC is perhaps the most athletic 
team in the league," Samuels said. 
"I know what  t o  expect from 
Wisconsin-Green Bay. They play 
tough halfcourt defense and we 
just have to break it down. 
"But, UIC puts on a full-court 
and half-court press, scrambling 
man-to-man, all kinds of defens­
es. In that sense, I think UIC is a 
typical playground team." 
The Flames ' gambling defense 
forces opponents into an average 
of 2 1  turnovers per game. 
On offense, UIC is anchored by 
the "3-H Club . "  Two are three­
point gunners - 6-2 Corwin Hunt 
( 1 6 . 8  ppg) and 6-4 Brian Hill 
( 1 5 .4 ) .  The other is 6-5 guard 
Chris Harris ( 1 8.7) .  
Two weaknesses of the Flames 
blare out, though: they 're shoot­
ing 40 percent from the field and 
are being outrebounded by five 
boards per game. 
Sophomore starting center Jeff 
Mironcow (9 .7 ppg, 5 . 8 rpg) is  
home with his mother, who had 
cancer surgery Wednesda¥, and ' 
will probably not' play i'h 'eirnh I 
game, Samuels said. Mironcow 
also missed Wednesday 's 1 04-94 
win over Northeastern Illinois. He 
could return Wednesday for the 
P anthers' AMCU home opener 
against league favorite Northern 
Iowa, Samuels added. 
IRONWORKS 
5 1 2 6th St. 345- 1 556 
on the square 
Newest Gym In Town 
EIU Special $60 semester 
Tanning Beds Freeweights &Machines 
Mon-Thur 7-9 Fri 7-8 Sat 9-5 Sun 1 2-5 
SUNDAY SPECIAL 
Free Thick Crust on Any Size Pizza 
Double Cheese Included 1 1 . 00 savings on small 1 .50 savings on medium 2 . 00 savings on large 
expires ( 12/10/89) •OPEN DAILY 4 p .m . - 12  m/2a .m .  on weekends 
1 600 Lincoln 345-3400 
*not valid with any other off er 
D i n e- i n  a n d  De l i ve ry 
Friday at 
t:/11sar t y 's • • • 
Lunch Special 
Clam Chowder 
$ 1 . 25 
Grilled Chicken Sandwich 
$ 2 . 49 
Four O'Clock Club 
3 Hamburgers-$ I 
See-saw sizzler Wrest ler  
p i n S M. Lady Panthers tr i p D rake 68-64 
i n  b lowo By AL LAGATTOLLA Associate sports editor 
Eastern and Drake shared the same roller­
coaster ride during Thursday's Gateway 
Conference match-up at Lantz Gym, and when 
the ride stopped it was the Lady Panthers who 
emerged victorious by a 68-64 count. 
With 14 minutes remaining in the first half 
and the Bulldogs up 10-7 ,  Eastern center 
Laura Mull hit a turnaround shot that started a 
lS.:2 run capped by Eastern's Cathy Williams' 
two free throws with 9:42 left, putting Eastern 
up 22-12. 
Drake operated the rollercoaster at the start 
of the second half, reeling off 10 straight 
points and 16 of the first 18 points to take a 
48-4 1  lead. 
"I was very nervous going into halftime," 
said Eastern forward Tracy Roller, who along 
with guard Barb Perkes led the Lady Panthers 
with 23 points. "I thought we were going to let 
them back into it." 
. Perkes returned to the lineup after sitting 
out Monday's loss to Bradley because of disci­
plinary reasons stemming from an altercation 
with an official and receiving a pair of techni­
cal fouls in an overtime loss at Western 
Illinois Saturday. 
After Drake's Jan Jensen hit a jumper from 
the left baseline to make it 50-43 with 10:33 
left in the game, the Lady Panthers ran off 
nine consecutive points, taking the lead 52-50 
with 8:06 left on a Roller lay-in. They never 
trailed after that. 
"I was really pleased to  see us scratch 
back," said Lady Panther coach Barbara Hilke. 
"I thought that Drake waited on us when. it 
was 4 1-46. I thought that things had to be 
going our way. They weren't outscoring us at 
that point." 
Drake's Jenni Fitzgerald stripped Eastern's 
Patti Griffin and went the distance for a lay-in 
at 14:47 to give Drake the 46-4 1 lead. Neither 
team scored until Jensen hit from the right side 
with 11 :51 remaining. 
Eastern guard Shelly Ethridge put Eastern 
up for good with 6:08 left on a lay-in via a 
Perkes pass, making the score 56-54. 
After Roller hit both sides of a one-and-one 
to bring the score to 66-60, Jensen came back 
with 1 :05 remaining to bring it to 66-62. 
"She is a gre at player," Perkes said of 
Jensen, who scored a game-high 3 1  points. 
"She's what we emphasized at halftime." 
But Ethridge was good on a 20-footer with 
one second left on the shot-clock,  and the 
Lady Panthers led 68-62 with 34 seconds left. 
Eastern moves to 5 -8 ,  2 -3 in the Gateway 
* Continued on page llA 
MARK BRILLHART/Staff photographer 
Eastern center Laura Mull muscles up a shot 
against Drake in the Lady Pan thers ' 68-64 
win Thursday night at Lantz Gym . 
AMCU road skei n 
- . • • ;>.ia,;; 
awaits 5-5 Eastern 
By JEFF SMITH 
Sports ed itor 
The wait is over. 
After a pre-league slate of two 
blowout losses, a brawl and a 
record seven three-pointers by 
Dave Olson, Eastem's men's bas­
ketball team tackles the season 
that really counts: the Association 
o f  Mid-Continent Universities 
schedule. 
game road trip: at Wisconsin­
Green Bay at 7:30 p.m. Saturday 
and at Illinois-Chicago at 7 :30 
p.m. Monday. 
Both teams are well above .500 
- UWGB at 8-3 and UIC at 9-4, 
0-1 in the AMCU. To compound 
matters, both are undefeated in 
their friend ly compounds -
Wisconsin-Green Bay at 4-0 and 
Illinois-Chicago at 8-0. 
"I think for us to win, we have 
t o  play close t o  our best ," 
Samuels said. 
By JERRY SOLBERG 
Staff Writer 
All the Eastern wrestlin 
needed was a victory Th 
night at Southwest Misso 
to get them back on t r ac 
instead they delivered a bl 
beating the Bears in their de 
The Panthers were faced 
dilemma on the way down 
dual meet when they disc 
they had no one to fill th 
pound weight division. By 
vote they decided to mov 
wrestlers up an entire weig 
to accommodate the vacan 
"We came down looking 
feit the 190-pound division 
Eastern coach Ralph McCa 
"The decision not to (forl 
190-pound division) was a 
decision." 
Filling the open spot a 
for the Panthers was f res 
Tom Carroll, who overc a 
disadvantage of wrestling 
his own weight class and 
ed his SMS opponent 3-2. 
Papes also won at a higher 
sion ( 167-pound) by the sc 
7 -5 while Mike Papes fe 
while moving up a class to 
pound. 
"Tom and the other gu 
it for  the t eam," said 
Causland. 
Another Panther who h 
turn things around for the 
was 1 18 -pound J ohn W 
Unable to make weight 
Redbird duals over the ho · 
he pulled out a 4-3 victory. 
THOM RAKESTRAW/Associate photo editor 
Eastern fans react to a scuffle between Eastern and Northeastern play­
ers, just moments before a brawl broke out early in the second half 
Wednesday night at Lantz Gym. Three players, including Eastern's 
Barry Johnson and Eric West, were ejected after the fight. 
"We' ve been working to get 
game experience, learn to make 
adjustments in games, all for con­
ference," h ead coach R i c k  
Samuels said. 
The Panthers, 5-5 ,  open the 
conference with a difficult two-
To beat UW GB, Eastern will 
have to contend with the 
Phoenix's tenaci ous half-court 
defense. UW GB has h eld i t s  
•Continued on page JJA 
Eastern 's Craig Cam 
(126-pound) and Tom Hu 
(158-pound) both pinned 
opponent to win two other 
lights for the Panthers inc 
Copache Tyler (heavyw 
and Terry Murphy ( 1 50-
remaining undefeat ed  
Eastern with victories. 
"They all wrestled we 
us," McCausland said. 
Presidents '  i n it iat ive pushes NCAA change 
Eastern off ic ia ls u n l i ke many : 
R ives , Ryan have 'fai r heari ng ' 
By DAVID BRUMMER 
Staff writer 
Eastern is a minority. 
While the conflict of power and position 
over reform in college athletics draped a 
nasty film over the relationship between 
many university presidents and the athletic 
departments they oversee, Eastern was not 
one of those colleges plagued by a large 
communication or information_ gap at the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association's 
convention this week in Dallas. 
Major legislation, much of it pushed by 
the Presidents Committee, passed with rel­
ative ease because of university presidents' 
ability to forge a unified voting bond that 
sent a loud and clear message to college 
athletic directors about who will initiate 
reforms in intercollegiate athletics. 
Much of the wrangling, however, is the 
fault of athletic directors who sheepishly 
claim a lack of significant insight on or 
cooperation from college presidents and 
their reforms, according to Mike Ryan, 
Eastern athletic director. 
"We had as fair a hearing (from the pres­
ident) as we were going to get," Ryan said. 
"We felt very comfortable" working with 
Eastern president Stan Rives, who is an 
active member of the Presidents 
Committee. 
"I don't think the same can be said for 
most of the other universities." 
Ryan said simple communication 
between presidents and athletic administra­
tors, which doesn't cooperatively exist at 
many schools, is the key. 
"We're not deaf mutes," Ryan said. " ... I 
just find it hard to believe that (athletic 
directors) can't meet with their presidents. 
I'd be willing to bet that in many cases 
they made no effort to meet with them ... I 
cannot believe that they couldn't meet with 
them." 
Rives said specific legislation that 
focused on a higher academic priority for 
student-athletes raised the ire of athletic 
Reform 
Major changes i n  college athletics as a result 
of legislation at this week's NCAA convention in  
Dallas : 
General 
• All colleges are required to diclose graduation 
rates of student athletes. 
• Proposition 42 was rescinded. 
• Tougher drug usage penalties, including year­
ro u n d  test i n g  and steroid usage provisions, 
were instituted. 
Basketball 
• Maximum number of regular season games a 
college team can play was reduced from 28 to 
25. 
• Practice cannot start until Nov. 1 (moved up 
directors - most notably proposals passed 
that reduced the maximum number of regu­
lar-season basketball games from 28  to 25 
and those that moved up by a half-month 
the official start of both basketball practice 
and the season. 
"What is clear here is that we have to 
move toward improving academics all 
about," Rives said. "Athletics is a very 
important part of the academic scene. It's 
important to the athletes, it's important to 
the students who come to the events. 
"We have to give those students who are 
from Oct. 1 5} and the 
season cannot begin 
u ntil Dec. 1 .  
• Teams are limited to 
playing one exhibition 
game or i n one pre­
season to u rna m e n t  
once every four years. 
Football 
• Spring football practice was reduced f 
dates w ith 1 5  contact to 1 5  with 1 0  c 
drills . 
• The number of scholarships a I-AA te 
offer remained at 70, after two separate 
als to reduce the scho larsh ips failed. 
student-athletes the best opportuni 
can provide (for them) to excel in the c 
room. That sums it up." 
However, many college athletic de 
ments see the presidents' reforms in 
ketball as an insubstantial solution to 
dying the loss of classroom time and 
tional studying time for its athletes. 
And, just because there is cooperati 
Eastern doesn't mean there is total a 
ment between athletic and academic 
For example, both Ryan and Eastern 
f Continued on page llA 
The Verge tha n ks the staffs of the Warbler 
and The Daily Eastern News over the last decade 
for helping us in writ ing the decade-in-review 
stories. Their help has been invaluable. 
1 980 
The 1 980 Warbler reviewed the 70s. Warbler 
writer Cathy George wrote , "A new decade is 
ahead of us - just think - every student enrolled 
this year will be set forth into the real world before 
the 1990 Wa rbler  Lifestyle editor will attempt 
his/her/its own recap of a decade . What a con­
cept. . .  " 
The infamous House Bill 2 1  left Eastern stu­
dents shocked in the spring semester of 1 980 as 
"Big Jim" Thompson put down an iron fist on 
Illinois' drinking policies. The bill said that students 
who lived in residence halls had to be 2 1  or older 
to have beer or wine in their rooms. 
Construct ion began o n  the Tarble Arts 
Center in the spring of 1 980 after a $ 1 million l 
gift was left to Eastern by alumnus Newton Tarble . 
The functions of the center were to be collection, 
exhibition and education of art .  The center was 
scheduled to be completed in the spring of 1 982.  
A new Student Legal Service opened its 
doors in the spring of 1980 to provide Eastern's 
students with legal help . The service handled only 
cases of the criminal nature, or those that involved 
bankruptcy , business ventures ,  moneymaking , 
probate , wills and real estate . It did not handle any 
cases involving Eastern, the state of Illinois or the 
Board of Governors. 
Eastern journalism professor Peter Voelz ran 
for U.S. Representative of the 22nd District 
· the 980 general election� Even though he lost 
to Republican incumbant Dan Crane, he proved 
that journalism professors could do it too. He 
learned a lot from the campaign - now he tells his 
students to be more careful in the way that they 
cover candidates. 
The year also brought to Eastern some big 
name entertainment: Florida's  Molly Hatchet hit 
our campus on Oct . 2 1 ;  consumer advocate 
Ralph Nader urged students to become better 
citizens by organizing a Public Interest Research 
Group on campus ; Dr. Joyce Brothers told 
Eastern students about love , saying "Love can last 
forever - it gives us something pretty wonderful to 
live for and to try for" ; and Andy Williams per­
formed at the Parents' Weekend concert . 
198 1  
The Tarble Arts Center, also known a s  the 
"big, white elephant, "  was still under construction. 
John A. Whisler , author of " Elvis Presley 
Reference Guide and Discography" ,  became the 
fine arts librarian at Booth Library. Whisler began 
writing the book three weeks after Presley's death, 
and finished the book three years later. 
G. Gordon Liddy gave a controversial lecture 
to Eastern students and left them to draw their 
own conclusions. Liddy, who was involved in the 
Watergate scandal, left many students completely 
battled. David Carlson ,  then an Eastern sopho­
more , said, "Liddy rationalizes everything - even 
murder - to make it seem logical . There's some­
thing wrong there . "  
Other 1981 appearances were made by actor 
Vincent Price and Chicago rock 'n '  roll bands 
Cheap Trick , Big Twist and the Mellow 
Fellows, and The Kind. 
1 982 
The campus pond was as green and scummy 
as ever. 
The Tarble Arts Center was finished; howev­
er, it received mixed reviews . " I  like it , "  Mary 
Mentzer, then an Eastern freshman, said . "The 
campus needs a little culture anyway. "  On the con­
trary , Sue Briggle , also a freshman , said , " It ' s  
weird! To me, none of  the stuff sitting out there is 
art . "  
Herpes became a campus-wide fear - and a 
reality . An estimated 50 cases were treated in 
1 98 2 .  Doctors at Eastern's  Health Service sug­
gested abstinence as the best measure of assuring 
that one avoids passing or contracting the disease . 
They also advised those students who didn't want 
to practice abstaining from intercourse to use con-
doms. 
The Verge staff 
recognizes the 
decade's bests 
in film, music and 
personalities .  
4 & 5  
Eastern students got to snack on a smorgasbord 
of music when these acts blew into town : Jr. 
Walker on Sept. 1 3 ;  The Kind on Oct. 20; Doc 
Severinsen on Nov. 1 7 .  
1 983 
On March 1 7 ,  Eastern President Daniel E. 
Marvin gave his letter of resignation to faculty 
and staff . The news was a surprise to most of the 
Eastern community . Marvin had been Eastern 's  
president for six years . The search for a new presi­
dent began immediately. Stan Rives, vice presi­
dent of academic affairs, was moved up to acting 
president. In the fall , Rives was named as Marvin's 
permanent replacement. 
·Representative Dan Crane of the 1 9th con­
gressional district was named one of the two rep­
resentatives to be reprimanded July 14 for having 
sexual relations with female house pages.  The 
House Ethics Committee named Crane and fellow 
Congressman Gerry Studds, D-Mass. , as the only 
House members to have delved into the tap of 
impressionable high school-aged employees . After 
a six-month investigation, Crane and Studds were 
• Con tin ued on page 78 
. . .  
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HOR�E�HOE� & 
HAND GRENADES 
PETE SCALES + DAV I D  L I N DQU I ST 
Horseshoes & Hand Grenades l icks the Eighties clean. 
- .:Fbere:..flavs-be�m decades. And· then there have been decades. 
The past 1 0  years have certainly been a decade - and a wel l -docu­
mented one at that. 
But despite all the media overki l l  the wel l -rounded Eighties indi­
vidual could stand , some information undoubtedly was missed . 
So where are you going to look for these tasty bits of info? Hard 
Copy? A Current Affair? Geraldo? Nope. 
H&HG's crack investigative team has u ncovered several wel l ­
kept celebrity secrets which wi ll now rewrite the h istory of  the  
decade we so affectionately cal l ,  "the Eighties ." 
Bvis died in the Seventies, but lived in the Eighties. In Communist 
Romania, he fought nine years to help overthrow the oppressive 
Ceausescu regime as an underground dissident poet and playwright. 
Now that the job of The King has been completed, he is on his way 
to fight the forces of Evil on the planet Zartron. H&HG has also 
uncovered evidence that in 1992 Bvis will be voted into the Major 
League Baseball Hall of Fame in just his first year of eligibility. 
In March of 1 985, William F. Buckley Jr. , senior editor and publish­
er of Charlton Heston's favorite magazine, "The National Review" , 
temporarily r,¢Signe� his post to become a staff writer for "Juggs" 
magazine. After returning to his stuffy lifestyle, Buckley said in an 
H&HG exclusive interview, "I simply needed to get my ya-yas out . "  
Throughout the Eighties, President Ronald Reagan had 1 5  polyps 
re moved from his  body . Each of which he donated to the 
Smithsonian Museum in his greatest effort to relieve the our country's 
enormous national debt. The Reagan growths can currently be viewed 
in the "Bodily Functions of the Rich and Powerful Wing,"  for a small 
admission fee. 
On April 13 ,  1984 preacher, healer, J:>eggar Rev. Ernest Angely 
tried to rid himself of a nasty case of self-inflicted stigmata and sponta­
neously combusted in the living room of his 56-room mansion. This 
tragedy of course did not prevent him from continuing his ministry in 
his "Other World Amusement Park and Show Palace. "  
Pop star, disco-warrior Michael Jackson, of Gary, Ind . ,  had his face 
reconstructed over the years to look more like pop star, disco-warrior 
Adrian Zmed. Yet, after several surgical complications, Jackson has 
come to look more like Queen 8izabeth III. The discarded pieces of 
�is � 1'� .l�n .qronzedj and ar� now aVQilable thr� Time-Ufe 
ijOOkS., :A.•skdftesperson f.or 'fim� sftid, ne ·,i>redids the -l( Bits of 
Michael" will outsell the Civil War Chess Set byMarch of 1991 .  
-Horseshoes & Hand Grenades is a weekly column that 
reminds its readers to rationalize euery social faux pas in the next 
few years with the foo lproof adage of, "Hey Dude, i t 's the 
Nineties. " 
Weekend Specials 
free del ivery 
-XL 1 Toppi ng P izza 
2 - 32oz . Cokes $759 
-2 - Med i u m  1 Topp ing· P izzas 
2.::- 32 oz . Cokes $1 0°0 
- 1 XL 1 Topp ing  P i zza 
Lg . Salad ,  2 - 32oz . 
Cokes $950 
345-3354 
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It is difficult for a student 
newspaper to do a bona fide assessment of a decade. Most of 
us have only been here a scant 
one to four years. Collectively, 
most of us were barely in junior 
high ?Choo!  when the last 
decade began, making it curious 
to see what sorts of things we 
think of as important as com­
pared to our "grown-up" coun­
terparts. 
But society has big truths that 
even we, as student journalists 
who catch so much flack for our 
generation's perceived superfi­
ciality, cannot ignore, so compil­
ing a decade issue became 
important, even imperative. 
What is presented on the fol­
lowing pages is not meant to be 
a comprehensive look at the last 
1 0  years - history does not usu­
ally travel in neat time spans like 
that - instead it is meant to be 
representative of the events that 
shaped our past, became a large 
portion of our present and even 
still alter our future. 
Lastly, this special edition of 
The Verge is , in one of those 
great '80s words, a "keeper" for 
the students and faculty who 
made and are making Eastern 
history. 
File p 
When Dan Quayle came to campus, qu ite a few peo 
tu rned out , some even heckled him, including then-seni 
Bob Zordan i, whose defian t  sign epitom ized the feeling of 
host of many protesters. Quayle later became vice-presiden 
. .. 
� . i It's All llappemn ' At TED's 
FRIDAY LIVE! SATURDAY 
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! 1 1IVORY GRAND11 ! ! "FRONTAL ASSAULT" ! g g g Formerly the "Front" g u Danceable-High Energy u u Rock-n-Roll Show from u 
p Rock Music p p Champaign has opened for p 
o From Effingham o o "Molly Hatchet" and Lizzy o 
N N N Borden" N 
1 Get in FREE 8- 1 0  w I coupon ! ! Get in FREE 8- 1 0  w / coupon i 
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Noisemakers ! Party Favors! 
1 
9 
9 
0 
-Presents-
POST NEW YEARS EVE PARTY 
Celebrate 1 990 Again 
Champagne 5.00 btl 
MIDNIGHT COUNTDOWN 
DOORS OPEN AT 8 : 00 pm 
• $20 Off all Types of Contact Lenses with Exam 
1 
9 
9 
0 
• $20 Off Vision Care Program. Bonus : First Replacement lens FREE* 
• 1 /3 Off Complete Glasses 
Just present your  l . D . at t ime of purchase ®�'"'" ''oc"'"�!��:�C�a�� 
FRIDAY, JANUARY· .f·t,· ·1990 · 
o you rerileinber�llaCk iii'the '80s? 
bye to the '80s. 
or college students , the 
brought to !if e the simple 
of microwaves in apart-
or homes, CDs replacing 
and VCRs in the dorm 
. While the couch potato 
rome crept  in dur ing 
, we survived the trendy 
ame arcades of 1 98 1 .  
this was just the beginning. 
ring 1 9 8 0 ,  "Who shot 
Ewing" was seen during 
e time by thousands on 
'can TVs and the nightly 
told us of the murder of 
'"Old John Lennon . The 
motto, "thin is in, "  made 
people watch their food 
, and Bo Derek showed 
what the perfect " 1 0 "  
d l ike . Newspapers , 
and radio tried desperately 
eep up with  the hourly 
ges when M ount  St . 
s blew ash and dust 1 0  
high in 1 980.  And o n  the 
coast kids wouldn't go in 
water because they just saw 
, " even if Spring Break in 
ona , Fl . had become the 
ar thing to do. 
e Rubik's Cube , in 1 98 1 ,  
me as frustrating a s  fin al 
ms but a whole lot more 
. During this  year,  newly 
cted P r e s i d e n t  R o n ald  
an  and Pope John Paul II 
e the targets of assassins . 
of people heard the news 
eir new-fangled , suitcase­
d radios  c a l l e d  " b o o m  
e medical world t o o k  a 
t step forward when Utah 
ors implanted the first per­
en t art i f i c ia l  h e a rt in a 
an  in 1 9 8 2 . T h e n  a n  
own person did some doc­
ng of h i s  own and put  
ide  in Tylenol  capsules 
· g panic in several states .  
.T. " was 1 982's movie of 
year and the Broadway 
" C at ' s "  became a hit . 
Blues Brothers " added 
hter in the movie theaters 
year, which would later 
to tears when they found · 
John Belushi died of a drug 
at the age of 33. 
983 became the year of 
hdance" and the off-the­
er shirt look. It was also 
time when fans shed a 
tear during the farewell episode 
of M * A * S * H .  H owever,  i t  
wasn't  long before the reruns 
were playing daily. 
Next dawned the era of the 
Yup p i e  a n d  an A m e r i c a n  
love\ hate relationship ensued. 
The Yuppies changed fashions 
in 1 984 to ultra-conservative 
along with the attitudes of that 
generation. 
The "Cosby Show" went on 
the air and reached the top of 
the T.V. slots. 
Then a bomb hit America . 
AIDS. The disease grew ram­
pant from 1 985 to the present 
with no cure in sight . When 
babies were born carrying the 
deadly  v irus , d o ctors 
a n n o u n c e d  that  it was n o  
longer just between the homo­
sexual population . It finally took 
the AIDS' death of America's  
favorite l e ad i n g  man Rock 
Hudson for it  to start waking 
up to the reality of the disease . 
" Safe Sex" became a motto 
that still applies today . 
Also in 1 98 5 ,  the Miami  
Vice look changed fashion and 
the Boss sang " Born in the 
USA. " The movie "Back to the 
Future " was the talk of every 
town as it grossed over $ 1 9 0  
million in the box office . 
The Big Screen then went 
from the future to the sky as 
"Top Gun" soared to No. 1 in 
1 9 8 6 . N o . 1 in the daytime 
s o a p  o p e r a  w a s  G e n e ral  
Hospital , which made many of 
its faithful viewers happier. This 
year also established another 
n a t i o n a l  h o l iday w h e n  t h e  
United States recognized the 
t h i rd M o nday i n  January as 
Martin Luther King's  Birthday . 
NASA had its victories and 
tragedies . In 1 98 0 ,  Voyager I 
sent back pictures of Saturn 's  
rings,  showing that they were 
arranged l i ke g r ooves on a 
record . But in 1 986, the nation 
mourned when the Challenger 
blew up . Two years later the 
Discovery and the Atlantis were 
successfully launched and put 
satellites into orbit . 
The last year of the decade 
brought many disasters as the 
Exxon Valdez poured 1 1  mil­
lion gallons of oil into one of 
our nation's  r ichest wi ldl i fe 
areas , Hurricane Hugo swept 
across some states and Flight 
232 to Sioux City, Iowa, sum­
mersaulted down the runway, 
k i l l i n g  1 1 0 p e o p l e , h a l f  of  
those on board . 
The inte�·nat i o n� l cry for 
freedom and change in 1 989 
was· e·vident with·  the Chinese 
student protest and slaughter in 
Tiananmen Square , the crum­
bl ing of the Berl in  Wall and 
d e m o c ra c y  for R o m a n i a . 
Perhaps t h e  most  a l a r m i n g  
news o f  1 9 8 9  was w h e n  
Panama ' s  M a n u e l  N o r i e g a  
declared w a r  on the U n ited 
States. 
On the lighter side, the '80s 
represented the wellness craze 
as Americans became aware of 
f i t n e s s  and h e a lt h .  W e i g h t  
Watchers food was stocked on 
the store shelves and health 
clubs increased their member­
ships . Steroids became the drug 
to avoid in competition . 
N i g h t  g a m e s  b e g a n  i n  
Wrigley Field and the Chicago 
B e a r s  w o n  t h e  1 9 8 5  
Superbowl . Comic book read­
ers  k i l led  off  R o b i n  leaving 
Batman to  prevail . And prevail 
he did , as the movie "Batman" 
grossed $4 7 million in its first 
weekend and went on to be the 
top money maker of 1 989 . 
And believe It or not , beer 
drinkers around the country 
had a new sex symbol in the 
form of Budweise r ' s  choice 
pooch, Spuds Mackenzie . But 
don't forget when poor Clara 
Pellor slid across the back seat 
of a car saying , "Where's  the 
beef ? "  in att e m p t  to s e l l  
Wendy's hamburgers. 
And step a side station wag­
ons . Yugos , BMWs and the 
stylish, cherry red Miata became 
some of the cars of the '80s. 
Trash T.V. was born allowing 
viewers to see Geraldo get his 
n o s e  broken and O p r a h  
Winfrey lose 6 7 lbs . (and gain 
five back). The movies broke all 
boundaries when mass killers 
like Freddy Krueger entered our 
dreams with realistic and ever­
so-bloody special effects . 
T.V. Evangelists earned mil­
lions in the '80s. Some of them 
also had affairs , cheated on 
their taxes and took advantage 
of prostitute ' s  services . Poor 
Jim Bakker is now sitting in a 
jail saying that he doesn't have 
a penny. 
T h e  kiddies  had t h e i r  
Cabbage Patch Dolls t o  share 
their lives with. 
The 1 980's dollar came and 
went faster than eve r when 
cash stations  and L<ltte ries 
became common place . 
Video rental became a com­
mon pastime when the world 
e x p e r i e n c e d  the Electronic  
Age . The kids joined in  when 
N intendo brought video fun 
home. 
Kodak and Fuji gave us the 
disposable cameras so we could 
take pictures of low-level radia­
tion tans in the middle of the 
winter thanks to tanning spas . 
In fact, the idea of convenience 
and beauty kept the years flow­
ing along . 
There may not be one word 
to sum up the ' 8 0 s ,  but the 
memories of the happy times , 
sad times, victories or def eats 
undoubtedly laid the foundation 
for the 1 990s. 
•From A Keg To A Can • 
NATURAL LIGHT 
6 PACK 
CANS 
119 
COOR'S & 
COOR'S 
LIGHT 
QUARTS 
79e 
STROH 'S & 
STROH'S LIGHT 
6 PACK 1''· 
CANS 
I • 
LITTLE KINGS 
CREAM ALE 
"KING CASE" . 5" 24f7 oz. Botlles 
.i 
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P E R S O N A L I T I E S  
Decade produced 
its share of greats 
� ­,_;lJI 
Jackson 
Opus 
Mado�no 
Jesse Jackson ;... candidate, minister, activist 
Beyond being a great rhymer and the first plausi­
ble black presidential candidate, Jackson confronted 
the nation with many of its real social ills while the 
"plausible" candidates confronted us with poll 
results . Let's hope Jackson represents a new 
approach to politics for the '90s . 
Opus - social conscience with a big nose 
He might be two-dimensional , but that funny little 
waterfowl is as least as real as Michael Jackson and 
a whole lot more relevant. A thousand thanks to 
creator Berke Breathed for knowing when it was 
time for a "dandelion break. " 
Madonna - pop star, consummate personality 
From bimbo to vocal artist in just one decade, 
Madonna was first to sing in her underwear and the 
best . She showed us the power of the music video 
and put MlV on the map. She is epitome of the 
"Material Girl" and we love her for it . 
David Letterman - talk show mogul 
He took that little magic box we call lV, turned 
the thing around and showed us how they did the 
tricks. The result was the funniest, most innovative, 
not to mention the most immitated, talk show of the 
decade. Because of Late Night with David 
Letterman, the American lexicon has been forever 
altered by terms like Stupid Pet Tricks, Top 10 List, 
Late Night MonkeyCam and Velcro Suit. 
Robert De Niro - Actor 
De Niro proved to be perhaps the most versatile 
actor in a decade that confused a pretty face for tal­
ent. His credits include Raging Bull, Deer Hunter, 
King of Comedy, Taxi Driver, Angel Heart and 
Midnight Run. He's  comfortable as leading man or 
the fool . His consistant body of work and his nack 
for remaining true to his art made him a personality 
to remember. 
� Marlin Fitzwater - Republican minister of 
� � propaganda 
Letterman Rtzwater is truly the man behind the man, per-
haps the man who controls the strings. If he's 
Republican, in Washington and elected, Fitzwater probably put him 
there . His cutthroat tactics changed the the way of presidential cam­
paigns are run. He's conservative with a capital "C" and what's more 
80s than that? 
Mikhail Gorbachev - Soviet Premier 
Gorbachev was the catalyst sparking the long needed changes in 
Eastern Europe . He broke from the Party line and said Socialism 
wasn't exactly working like Lenin had planned, which are fighting 
words in the Kremlin .  Gorbachev said it anyway and the Wall came 
a'tumblin' down. 
Michael Jordan - athlete 
When the NBA was floundering, Jordan stuffed the game back into 
the public's face . Jordan is perhaps the best player to ever pick up the 
round ball . And to top it off, the man has class . 
Salmon Rushdie - author, symbol, fugitive 
By writing The Satanic Verses, a book which had the audacity to 
confront fundamental Islam and all it stands for, Rushdie was sen­
tenced to death by the Ayatollah,  proving all he wrote in the book was 
true - and prophetic. 
Donald Trump - Capitalist 
If the Japanese don't own it , Trump might; if Merv Griffin owns it, 
Trump is going to . Trump is a living example that Capitalism is alive. 
He's also living proof that Capitalism creates monsters . 
Lech Walesa - dock worker 
The shipping docks of Poland are a far cry from the Politburo, but 
Walesa made the journey, changing the face of much of the 
Communist world on his way there . 
Film in the 1 980s was a mish­
mash: good, bad and pungent. 
The following movies are our 
picks for the 1 1  films of the 
decade (we had to be weird in 
some way) . Our list is eclectic, 
but we think it accurately reflects 
the attitude of the era .  
Blue Velvet - Disruption i n  the 
land of white picket fences and 
Wonder Bread. Disjointed, origi­
nal and scary, this depiction of 
love in the modern era involves 
gangsters , intrigue and even a 
sawed-off ear. Director David 
Lynch (Eraserhead) creates new 
metaphors for what love current­
ly passes for as he takes us on a 
whirlwind tour of the other side 
of that fence . The standout per­
formances is by Dennis Hopper 
as the villainous Frank Booth, 
though Kyle Maclachlan as 
Jeffrey Beaumont and Isabella 
Rossellini as Dorothy Vallens are 
good too . 
Brazil - Ex-Monty Pythoner 
Terry Gilliam's  second install­
ment of his surreal trilogy is 
based mainly in his own imagi­
nation . Brazil is the black com­
edy/social commentary of the 
1 980s . Part Big Brother allu­
sion reminiscent of 1 984 and 
part overblown visual humor of 
1 94 1 ,  Gilliam 's  vision proves 
existence becomes so bogged 
down by government bureau­
cracy that people are only 
forms - in triplicate . Robert De 
Niro shows us what it really 
means to be lost in the paper 
shuffle . 
Broadcast News - Behind the 
glitz and glamour of network 
news there are some hardwork­
ing journalists and some sad 
truths about the news business; 
Spike lee, left, and Danny- Aiel lo were big reasons " 
Righ t  Th ing" was such a success . 
director James L. Brooks, who 
also wrote the screenplay, shows 
us both and more . With Holly 
Hunter, William Hurt and Albert 
Brooks as the principal newsers, 
the camera takes us behind the 
scenes to the nail biting , fast 
paced excitement, while also 
making a statement about the 
superficiality of the whole game 
of creating news. 
Do the Right Thing - A huge 
societal problem, racism, is the 
subject of a heartfelt film about 
what it means to be a minority. 
Director Spike Lee brings the 
urgent issue home, to suburban 
movie theaters , in a 
anyone can enjoy. 
tant, but with a ce 
of urgency, Lee d 
thing and more , m 
America hopefully 
to do the same. 
Fast Times at Ri 
High - Bad novel 
movie, but neverth 
of its genre . Who 
Phoebe Cates gett· 
pool and most sedu 
" Hi,  Brad . "  A whole 
of teenage Ameri 
stituted their own 
Brad's. And oddly 
File photo 
U2 members Bono and the Edge jam on stage with a Jan who came up to 
p lay the guita r  when the band played in Champaign . 
. ... . 
. ' .  . .  . 
'80s 
re most of us saw 
so wasted" Penn for 
. Just quirky enough 
hoot. 
, unnneccasary war is 
classic Kubrick black 
'ch becomes a pretty 
tement about thought 1 
d Her Sisters -
n proves he's the 
e decade with a 
love, life and pas­
ing on one 
g and ending on 
film moves through 
evolution of a family . 
rif icing hurt and 
e film has some won­
rd scenes that show 
of Allen ' s ability to 
th drama and corne­
as everyone knows, 
ly linked anyway. File photo 
Mia Farrow was Han nah,  with Barbara Hershey and Dian n e  Wiest as her sisters in Woody A l len 's fi lm "Hannah and Her Sisters. , "  
wh ich was articu late and thoughtfu lk i n  i ts presen tat ion of a fam i ly's con tin u i ng s truggl� with  l ife. 
are particularly outstanding . ing the murderer, and the emo­
tionless responses of the group 
to the dead body which lies by 
the river 's  edge for days as 
more and more people come 
to visit . The film is an impor­
tant lesson for a generation 
which seems not to have mis­
placed its values but forgotten 
them . 
ject , director Jonathan Demme 
had a winnable film to begin 
with,  but the director made this 
more than a typical concert 
film.  Presenting each of the 
band member's  personalities 
clearly without resorting to 
silly , personal interviews, 
Demme shows the searing 
strength of the Heads , which is 
as monstrous as the famous 
white suit David Byrne wears . 
of the most eclectic bands in his­
tory, Spinal Tap,  as a subject , 
director Rob Reiner had a fih11 
that "goes to 1 1 "  to begin with. 
The director, however, hopefully 
made the last i:ockumentary)n 
,� � liiStory by exHausfively present-
ing each of the band member's 
personalities through silly, per­
sonal interviews. Tap never dis­
played much searing strength, 
River' s  Edge - Written by 
Neal J iminez and directed by 
Tim Hunter, the film is littered 
with suburban landscapes , gray 
skies and teenagers who are 
absoluteley lethargic about the 
murder of one of their friends 
by her boyfriend, a psyched­
out friend who shows them the 
body. More important than the 
murder is a skewed sense of 
morality that includes protect-
Stop Making Sense - With 
one of the best bands of the 
decade, Talking Heads, as a sub- This is Spinal Tap - With one 
but it's hard to say bad things 
about a band which hit the Top 
10 with "Big Bottom. "  
o to Bruce, music captured an entirely 
na in a revitalized decade of rock'n'r:oll 
abomination of politics gone astray 
the inability of giants to wake up. 
perial Bedroom - Elvis 
Costello 
The angry young man of the late 
' 70s reached the plateau of com­
poser with an album that critics 
compared to George Greshwin.  
Costello's dreamy images of seduc­
tion and separation float over a 
bountiful bed of orchestration . Even 
jazz great trumpeter Chet Baker 
recored his version of teary "Almost 
Blue" - nearly making it a standard . 
.Oeclan MacManus just be might the 
most important songwriter in this 
generation of swine .  
oshua Tree - U2 
Whether bathed in blinding audi­
orium lights or on a junket to a 
ar zone , U2 never compromised 
eir beliefs . The Joshua Tree is an 
ccomplished slice of the U2 pie 
drenched in the richest rhythms and 
melodies of the 1 980s .  The sound 
is distinctive , totally their ' s .  
Arguably one o f  the best bands of 
the decade , U2 deservedly came 
into the limelight with this album , 
which speaks for a body of work 
that is gritty and powerful , real and 
unmistakable . 
Murmur - R.E.M. 
Not ready to give up on American 
popular music, and not ready to relin­
guish the burgeoning marketplace to 
the British, R.E. M .  showed us what 
fun Athens, Ga . could be by making 
the place a sort of musical mecca with 
a mind . Murmur, unlike anything we'd 
heard before , captured that passion in 
an album drenched with homespun 
rhythms and melodies, making 
R.E .M.  become the college band of 
the decade , and record store owners 
create a whole new bin of music 
called "alternative . "  
Nebraska - Bruce Springsteen 
Springsteen's real glory days can 
be recalled on Nebraska, an angst-rid­
den gem nestled between 1 980s 
mega-releases The River and Born in 
the U .S.A. . Realizing the E Street 
Band wasn't needed to help convey 
first-person tales of used cars , Atlantic 
City and cross-country killing sprees, 
Bruce showed he could be his own 
best boss . 
Rain Dogs - Tom Waits 
Born in the back seat of a moving 
taxi on Pearl Harbor Day in Pomona 
Ca. , Tom Waits was destined for the 
Big Time . The Ultimate Lounge Act, 
singing in the voice of a blender mixing 
up a Drano cocktail, combined the sto­
ries of gin-soaked lovers and smoke­
damaged donuts, with the sounds of the 
avant garde that made one swoon right 
before cringing. Rain Dogs became a 
truely inspirational work for musicians 
and missionaries alike. 
Speaking in Tongues - Talking 
Heads 
When everybody else was proclaim­
ing rock music dead and wondering 
what to do after the demise of disco, 
four kids from art school thought maybe 
the whole genre just need a little 
unlearning. With songs like "Swamp" 
and "Burning Down the House" proved 
no band should ever get stucked doing 
the same old thing, even if the same old 
thing was your brilliant last album. By 
reinventing themselves, the band rein­
vented music for the last part of this 
decade, which is many ways still trying 
to catch up with what the Heads did in 
1983. 
Synchronicity - The Police 
1 983 marked the final studio 
release of Stewart Copeland, Andy 
Summers and Sting - three blond pop 
icons looking for the next big thing . 
But before moving on to the respec­
tive solo careers of photographer, 
opera composer and Broadway 
bomb, The Police left us with 
Synchronicity. The album yielded a lot 
of hits , and stands up as perhaps the 
decade's  best conceptual work. 
Vivid - Uving Colour 
When Living Colour's debut album 
arrived in record stores, it was uncertain 
if this unique band's artistry could rise 
above the hype of being just a "unique 
band. "  Fortunately, it did. "Cult of 
Personality" redefined heavy rotationJ01 
MlV, waking up both the 120 Minutes 
and Headbanger' s Ball sets. In addition, 
Living Colour shared some of the most 
intriguing concert bills of the decade, 
touring with Anthrax, The Sugarcubes 
and The Rolling Stones at one time or 
another. 
Warehouse Songs and Stories -
Husker Du 
It's  still hard to believe all of that 
sound came out of just one guitar. 
Although he has moved on to more 
contemplative work, Husker spear­
head Bob Mould was able to help 
clear the ever-righteous post-punk 
path for fell ow Minneapolis acts such 
as The Replacements and Soul 
Asylum. Mould also upheld land-speed 
records on Warehouse's  "Could You 
Be the One?" and "Ice, Cold Ice . "  
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FRIDAY 
Boomers w/a Twist 
506 W. Licoln Ave. 
Re-opens with 7 5 cent drafts 
must 21  to enter 
E.L. Krackers 
1405 Fourth St . 
New Year's Eve Party with all the fixin's 
Marty's 
Fourth and Grant 
4-6 p.m. three burgers for $ 1  
My Place 
727 Seventh St . 
Backstreet and Saloonatics 
perform from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Cover $1  
Ted's 
102 N. Sixth St. 
Ivory Grand performs at 9:30 
free admission 8-10  p.m.  with D.E. N. coupon 
B A R S  
SATURDAY 
Boomers w/a Twist 
506- W. Lincoln 
Brian Downan performs 
on keyboards 
Marty's 
Fourth and Grant 
10  p.m. - 1 a.m.  three chili 
dogs for $ 1 .  
My Place 
727 Seventh St. 
Backstreet and Saloonatics 
performs 9 p.m - 1 a.m. 
cover $1  
Ted's 
102 N.  Sixth St. 
Frontal Assault performs 
9 :30 p.m.  to 1 a.m. Free 8-10  
with D.E. N. coupon 
The Da i ly 
Eastern New 
HOUSING GUI 
coming Jan.  25 
A special supplem 
featuring tips on 
finding that perfe 
pad . 
11111.1111 ••••••••••••••••••• •·•••••·•• ··•··.••••.·.··•···•·· I·-•·•·•·•·•.•••.•·.·•···•••·····•·•·•·•·•••···••·• •.•·•• ·•·•••·••••·••••••••••••• ;• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···�••• ••• •i ••••••••-••:_•••--•-·•·•-••·- ·-·•·-··- •-•-••_•·.·•••
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CHARLESTON CABLE G U I D E  
WTWO ( N BC) . . . . . . . . . . .  2 N I C K  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6  
WC IA(CBS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 MTV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 8  
C N N  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 TNN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 9  
WAN D (ABC) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 TWC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
E S P N  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 AMC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  22 
u SA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 WCCU (FOX) . . . . . .  24 
NG N  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0  WTH I (CBS) . . . . . . . .  25 
I ;NT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1  WB. AK (ABC)' . . . . . .  26 ,Wllk. (P.BS�· � ri . . . .  ., . .  :J 2 c W I C D  (N BC) . . . . . . .  27 "' TF,..._, . · � " - . . 1 3  D I SC 28 L_ .  c:: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P.M. 
WE I U  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  29 
WTBS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30 
C-SPAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  32 
A& E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  33 
PREMIUM 
D I SNEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .4  
S H OW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
H BO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7  
TMC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 1  
6:00 
6 :30 PM Magazine Cosby Show 
4:00 
4 :30 
5 :00 
5 :30 
7:00 
7 :30 
Max Monroe: Full House 
Family Matters 
Skiing:Downhill Murder, 
8:00 
8:  
9:00 
9:30 
Mancuso, FBI 
Loose Cannon 
True Blue 
Falcon Crest 
She wrote 
Dallas 
Just the Ten Us 
20/20 Great American 
Events 
1 0:00 
1 0 :30 
News 
Tonight 
News Speedweek H�chcock 
(:35)Love Cone 
Current Affair ( :05)Nightline 
Sportscenter Miami Vice 
Bodybuilding 
ki 
1 1 :00 
1 1 :30 Letterman Movie: School 
'P.M. 
6 :00 
6 :30 
7 :00 
7 :30 
8 :00 
8 :30 
9 :00 
9 :30 
1 0 :00 
1 0 :30 
1 1 :00 
1 1 :30 
9 : 00 
9:30 
1 0 :00 
1 0 :30 
1 1 :00 
1 1 :30 
Hoosier Million. M'A'S'H 
227 College BB 
Amen l l l inois/Nortwst 
Golden Girls 
Empty Nest 
Hunter Connie Chung 
News News 
Sat. Nile Live Magnum P. I. 
USA Today 
Superboy 
Mission 
Impossible 
B.L. Stryker 
News 
Byron Allen 
Aerobatics: Movie: 
USAF Top Gun Demonoid 
Pool 
Japan Bowl Hitchhiker 
Alfred Hitchcock 
Movie: 
Sweet Sugar 
Am. Gladiators NFL Greatest 
Ins ider 
WTW0-2 
Scrabble 
General. 
News 
DOOL 
AW 
SB 
Concentr. Little Hous 
People's 
NBC News 
WCIA·3 
Regis & 
Kathie 
nce ls 
Right 
Young & 
Restless 
News 
WAND-7 
Sally J .  
Raphael 
Home 
Per. Stra. 
News 
AM 
Spts Cnt. 
Varied 
Varied lost in Fantasy 
Space Island 
etting it Land the Joan ivers 
Workout Giants 
Body Mot. Chain React Geraldo 
Bod.Shap Bumper Stu 
Varied Name Tun News 
Wpe OJt 
agney & 
acey 
Flintstones 
Laverne/Shirl Varied 
Odd Couple 
I Love Lucy Varied 
Bev. 
Hillbillies News 
JANUARY 
WGN-1 0, 9 WILL-1 2, 12 Life-1 3 WCCU-24, 27 DISC-28 
Movie: The 
Lonely Lady 
News 
INN News 
Hill  Street 
Blues 
Fortune 
College Bask B 
lllinois/Nortwstn 
News 
INN News 
Twilight Zone 
Movie: Sea Cs 
Movie : 
eers 
Silent Witness 
Movie: 
Return from 
Hans Christian Molly Dodd W�ch Mountain 
Anderson Award Molly Dodd 
Being erved? 
Movie :Man in 
The Gray 
Flannel Suit 
Cont. 
Wonderworks 
Mr. Peabody & 
The Mermaid 
Coming: 
To the Manor 
Goodneighbors 
Latenight Amer 
Nature 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
All Creatures 
Great and Small 
Earthbeat 
Comm.Prag . 
Spenser 
For Hire 
This Evening 
Cont. 
Cry for the 
Strangers 
Heartbeat 
Mo l ly Dodd 
Esquire 
Spencer 
For Hire 
Nightmares 
Milestones 
Honeymooners 
Pat Sajak 
Cont. 
Arsenic Hal l  
Cops 
Hidden Video 
Reporters 
Star Trek: 
Comic Strip 
Live 
War of 
the Worlds 
ACE Awards Most Wanted 
Simpsons 
Married . . .  
Open House 
Tracey Ullman 
John Ankenberg Gary Shanding 
'Al lo 'Allo Lloyd Ogi lv ie 
Blake's 7 W inning Walk 
Comm. Prog. 
. .. .. . . . .. ..  .}* .,.. . 
en ezvous 
World Monitor 
Bill Burrud's 
Animal Odysse Disney: Adven-
American Album lures w/ Mickey 
WE IU TVBowl 
Women of World USA N ight 
Looking East News Scan 
Black Museum 
Cont. 
Beyond 2000 
Cont. 
EastEnders 
Sneak Previews 
The Fugitive 
Sci Fi 
Natural Nanny 
World 
Challenge 
Wings 
Vietnam: 
Lovejoy 
<3\ 
Po ldark 
Sneak Previews 
1 0 ,000 day war Just for Laughs 
Phil & Arthur 1 9 1 5  
go to Loch Nes 
JANOARY t 
Man about House 
Robin's Nest 
George/M i ldred 
Wild HO[Ses Keep in Fami ly 
Comm . Prog W i ngs 
Honeymooners 
ACE Awards ( :25)Golden Yrs . 
stern looks back at a decade long gone 
From page l B  
mbers of the House 
found guilty. 
Oct. 2 3  terrorist 
of a U.S. Marine 
d post in Beirut, 
, caused the people 
ited States to fear for 
of family and friends. 
fear swe pt i n t o  a 
family's home . Tim 
2 3-year-old Charl-
tive , was one of the 
. Marines to have lost 
to t h e  I s l a m i c  
ary Movement. More 
0 East e r n  students  
In  a candle light vigil 
those Marines on the 
Oct .  26.  
were banned from 
e parti e s . Easte r n  
ators and Charleston 
put down their feet 
y told students that 
no longer allowed to 
Eastern's home foot­
. They banned kegs, 
turn, kept the tailgate 
it more u ntidy - with 
bottles - rather than 
ky old kegs that all the 
left laying around. 
also played host to 
usic acts as The Pat 
Band, The Tubes , 
, Chicago-based ska 
eavy Manners , and 
r Tony Bennett. 
Butler, leader of the 
arty , turned Easter n ' s  
upside-down when he 
mockery of opposing 
te , Glenn Good of the 
e Party, beating him 
votes . ...Butler, a philoso-
jor and lead singer of 
band D .U . I . , decided 
Good a run for  t h e  
Government when he 
body e lse  r u n n i n g . 
as later impeached 
Student Government, 
could no longer partici­
dubs and placed on uni­
disciplinary probation . 
Romans took the non­
ctor of the campus by 
This "greek alternative" 
for 
he Daily 
stern News 
OUSING 
GU IDE 
I 
.....  ·.·····················-· ... 
Photo courtesy 1985 Warbler I Joe B u t le r  s t a n ds o n  h is porc h  d iscuss i ng h is i m pe n d i ng 
impeachment  hearing with reporters. 
grew to become one of the Leary had obviously mellowed 
largest " un-organizations " on since the 60s. 
Easter n ' s  campus - from 15 The Cubs made it through 
members to over 2 1 0  mem- the "dog days" of August and 
bers . Their parties were held found themselves on track to 
on Wednesday nights on the the World Ser ie s ;  howeve r, 
third floor of The Page One Cubs Power ran down to an 
Tave r n . R o m a n s  and n o n - electrical flicker a bit too early -
Romans both attended . losing three games in a row in 
Timothy Leary , a drug San Diego to blow the National 
guru during the 1 9 6 0 s ,  gave League pennant . Eastern stu­
Eastern students this advice : d e n t s  p a c ked t h e i r  favorite 
"Think for yourself and ques- drinking establishments , dorm 
tion authority . "  A far cry from rooms, apartments and houses 
"Tune in , Turn on, Drop out . "  to see the Cubs come up short . 
Who was t o  b l a m e ?  L e o n  
who??? 
Steve Landesberg and 
The Lettermen entertained 
a n  e n t h u s i a s t i c  c r owd on 
Parent s '  Weekend . And the 
next  n i g ht , The Fixx p e r ­
f o r m e d  i n  L a n t z  Gym t o  a 
m uch smaller crowd. 
1 985 
Eastern bought the Kappa 
Delta sorority house Feb . 1 
after the sorority lost its charter 
and converted the building into 
the Ninth Street Hall, an all­
male dorm. The dorm opened 
in the fall of 1 985. 
Murray Choate, Eastern' s 
associate dire ctor of admis­
sion s ,  was elected mayor of 
C h a r l e s t o n  A p r i l  2 .  W i t h  
Choate running against former 
Easte r n  art instructor  O l g a  
Durham , this was a n  unusual 
mayoral election . A j ubi lant 
Choate said , "You can check 
the records , but I think this is 
the f i r s t  t i m e  an East e r n  
employee was elected mayor of 
Charleston. "  · 
On July 1 ,  Eastern students 
heard new sounds coming from 
their radios, WEIU-FM - 88. 9 
on the FM dial . 'The station was 
created to increase the number 
of l isteners . One tactic used 
was to play a wider variety of 
music than the former cable 
station , WELH . 
Jim Belushi e ntertained 
n e a rly  6 5 0  fans in McAfee 
Gym Jan. 26.  
Eastern students also had a 
chance to see Frankie Avalon 
on Parents' Weekend, and The 
Producers played at McAf ee 
Gym t o  y e t  a n o t h e r  s m a l l  
crowd o f  Eastern students Nov. 
7 .  
1 986 
Nine Charleston bars 
were stormed Jan . 16 in 
full-scale , surprise police raids , 
s t i m y i n g  Easte r n  stud e n t s . 
Within 90 minutes,  18 officers 
hauled off 35 Eastern students 
and charged them with under­
aged drinking and/ or entering 
l i c e n s e d  e s t a b l i s h m e n t s  as  
minors . Spot-checks went on 
throughout the year. 
" D ry r u s h "  b e c a m e  
u n p o pu l a r  words from t h e  
mouths o f  many greeks . The 
Inter:-Fraternity Council decided 
that, by not serving alcohol at 
rush parties , there would be a 
reduction in the number of stu­
dents who were interested in 
getting drunk and an increase 
in t h e  n u m b e r  of s e r i o u s  
pledges.  I n  the end, there were 
less pledges in the greek system 
that year. 
Coretta Scott King , the 
wife of late Martin Luther King , 
Jr. , spoke to 600 Eastern stu­
dents about how the Un ited 
States needs to help the hungry 
and the poor. King said that 
under Reagan, "rich people are 
much richer, but the poor are 
much poorer the they were" in 
t h e  e a rly 1 9 8 0 s .  " M a r t i n  
Luther King , Jr. challenged us 
to be drum majors , to be excel­
lent , "  King said, "and . . .  if you 
want people to follow you, you 
have to be an extremist . "  
G ov .  J a m e s  T h o m p s o n  
threw the first shovel of coal 
i n t o  t h e  c o a l  c o n v e r s i o n  
plant i n  the opening ceremony 
of the university coal conver­
sion facility . The facility was 
one of the few projects includ­
ed in Thompson's  Build Illinois 
Program. Thompson said, "We 
must use Illinois fuel resources 
in Illinois , for Illinois . "  
The "Pimp and Whore" 
Scandal. A Phi Sigma Kappa 
f rat e r n ity m e m b e r, C l a r k  
Schnepper, handcuffed a naked 
woman to a stairwell and left 
h e r  t h e r e  u n t i l  m o r n i n g . 
Sanctions were handed dewt'l 
to both the fraternity and a fhe 
sorority . Schnepper dropped 
out of Eastern following the 
incident . . . he was not heard 
from again . 
Parents '  Weekend brought 
the well-known Bob Hope . 
J o h n  C a fferty a n d  t h e  
Beaver Brown Band, known 
for their album "Eddie and the 
.C ruise rs , "  p e r f o r m e d  a t  
McAf e e  Gym t o  a crowd o f  just 
• Con tin ued on next page 
little Caesars� Pizza! Pizza! 
Two great Pizzas! One low price. Always Always 
©1989 little Caesar Enterprises, Inc. Prinml in USA 
345-4743 
with Cheese 
and 1 Topping 
II  Pizza! Pizza! II  or 
1 1  Medium Pan! Pan! • 
:: 8 Toppings 
11 gm. peppers grnd . beef 
1 1 mushrooms pepperoni 
$ 
1 1  onions ham • 9 6 5 11 bacon italian sausage no substitutions or deletions 1 
(p lus tax) :: Q NL Y 
1 
(Sa ve $1 . 50) 
• Valid with coupon at partici- 1 1  
pating Little Ceasars 1 1  
Expires: 1 /20/90 
II 
II 
II 
$8��tax)
' 
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Eastern looks back 
• From page 7B 
1 , 024, putting the UB in the 
red $ 9 , 0 0 0 .  And D r. Ruth 
talked sex to a record-breaking 
East e r n  c rowd M a r c h  4 at 
McAfee Gym. 
1 987 
AIDS had become some­
thing more than a whispered 
four-letter word; it had become 
a serious disease for all to be 
concerned . Anyone ,  whether 
i nvolved in  a monogamous 
relationship or many relation­
ships , had to be careful with 
whom he or she was having 
sex. Since researchers had not 
(and have yet to) come up with 
a cure, other methods of pre­
vention had to be recommend­
ed . At Easte r n ,  the Health 
Service advised the use of 
condoms in order to control 
the transmission of the disease, 
and it stocked condoms for sale 
to students at the cost of three 
for 5 0  cents . The university 
would later say "NO" to con­
dom machines in the residence 
halls . 
A no-smoking policy went 
into effect May 18,  which per­
mitted smokers to puff away 
only in designated areas . The 
policy was widely accepted by 
s m o ke rs and n o n - s m o ke r s  
alike . Verna Armstrong, a toxi­
c o l o g i s t , sa id , " Pe o p l e  a r e  
understanding that smoking is 
harmful . Smokers are consider­
ing the rights of non-smokers . 
It is showing maturity . It shows 
a sensitivity to others . "  
This year' s  dry rush pre­
sented less problems than last 
year ' s .  The . theme party was 
the most common tactic . used 
in corrij:Yensatlng for the lack of 
consumption . 
make . "  
The Untouchables was 
not shown on Eastern's WEIU­
TV because t h e  Board o f  
Governors said the 1 950s tele­
vision series starring Robert 
Stack showed Italian Americans 
in a bad light. 
Bar raids were a concern to 
students and bar owners alike as 
C harleston Mayor Murray 
Choate slapped 30-day suspen­
sions on several Charleston 
drinking establishments for allow­
ing minors · to purchase alcohol. 
Page One Tavern, one of the 
bars that was hit with a suspen­
sion, also faced a maximum fine 
of $500. The students who were 
caught for underaged possession 
or the use of false identification 
also faced punishment - a maxi­
mum of six months in jail , a 
$ 1 ,  000 fine and a year of proba­
tion. 
Stricter .penalties for 
driving ur.ider the influence 
were i m p o s e d  i n  I l l i n o i s . 
Eastern students, and all Illinois 
drivers, had to be aware that if 
you drink and drive, you pay . 
The official groundbreaking 
ceremony for Greek Court 
was h e l d  J u n e  3 ,  and the 
greeks boycotted it . The lnter­
F rate r n  i ty and P a n h e l l e n i c  
Councils chose not t o  be there 
because they felt the university 
had " gone over their heads . "  
Construction began a month 
later and, by the fall of 1 989, 
Greek Court was supposed to 
be finished. 
Parents ' Weekend brought 
the Commodores to Eastern, 
filling Lantz with a near capaci­
ty crowds . 
G r e e k  C o urt was p r o ­
posed with mixed reactions . 
" Some of the greek organiza­
tions are in favor of the pro­
j e ct , "  s a i d  S h e r r i  S a n d e rs , 
Greek Court committee chair, 
"while others have just spent a 
lot of money to remodel their ,.. 
chapter homes and don't want 
• .,,,�,;--, HELD 
// . '""""" � OVERI 
to consider moving . "  One of 
the concerns of the greeks was 
whether they would lose con­
trol to the university and be 
handed down an anti-alcohol 
policy. 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 AND 11:15 
8AT/8UNIMON MATINEE 2:00 PM 
8lM TO THURS NITE 7:00 
FRI/SAT NITE li:DO, 1:45, 8:30 
SAT/SlHMON MATIEE 1:00 AND 3:00 
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 AND &:Ali 
1 989 
Reds • M a n a g e r  Pete 
R o s e  was suspended f r o m  
baseball  for five y e a r s  after  
being investigated for  betting 
on his team. Commissioner A. 
Bartlett Giammatti took advan­
tage of this out-of-court settle­
ment in order to prevent the 
case from lingering in court. · 
Second City performed in 
Eastern's Grand Ballroom Aug. 
30 for sellout crowd of 850 stu­
dents. People actually had to be 
t u r n e d  away at t h e  door, 
Subway C o o rd i n a t o r  M e g  
Meyer said. ' T m  glad about the 
turnout , but I ' m  sorry about 
having to turn some people 
away . "  
McDonald ' s  opened its 
doors  at  the Mart in  Lut h e r  
K i n g , Jr .  U n ivers ity U n i o n  
Sept . 7 .  
Two Eastern staff em­
p l o y e e s  and the B oard of 
Gover nors were named in a 
lawsuit alleging racial discrimi­
nation against three former 
Eastern employees.  "The basis 
of t h e  lawsuit  was unequal  
terms of employment , "  said 
John Otto, the attorney who 
was representing the three men 
from Kenya . "They were told 
the jobs were temporary and 
they would be terminated at the 
end of the summer. " The men 
claimed that other, white work­
ers were given permanent jobs . 
Greek Court was dedicat­
ed on Sept . 10 before a crowd 
of 1 00 chapter representatives 
and invited guests . Seve ral  
Eastern administrators were at 
the ceremony to dedicate the 
new facility. 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:15 AND 11:30 
8ATl8UNIMON MATINEE 2:15 PM 
8lM TO THURS NITE 7:15 
FRI/SAT N ITE  4:30, 7:00, 9:30 
8ATl9UNIMON MATINEE 2:DO PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:30 AND 7:00 • 
D u ck-walkin • C h u c k  
Berry entertained thousands at 
Lantz Gym Nov.  7 .  He was the 
main attraction at the Parents' 
Weekend concert . And 1 964, 
the Beatles'  imp� rsonators , 
played for nearly 800 people at 
McAfee Gym. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 988 
Republican vice presi­
dent candidate Dan Quayle 
addressed a crowd of nearly 
5 ,000 people Oct. 18 at Lantz 
Gym . Although Q uayle told 
Eastern students about "Ame­
r ica ' s  marvelous a b i l ity t o  
renew and triumph, "  a group 
of about 7 5 Quayle protesters 
assembled in front of Old Main 
and moved to Lant z ,  where 
Q u ayle s p o ke . D u r i n g  the 
speech,  Quayle told students 
that George Bush wanted to be 
kn own as t h e  " Ed u c a t i o n  
President . "  Craig Eckert, assis­
tant professor of sociology, said 
he couldn't  believe that " sud­
denly the Republicans are talk­
ing about education . Thomp­
son is the education governor 
and Bush will be the education 
president , so tell that to my 
wife and kids who are trying to 
l ive on the $ 2 1 , 600 a year I 
!Sol'l'J'. 4- to tM n• �Y'• rntrtct ... . .. ,_....,. _.. lil9ritOotr UrUt• .... • 
• .... OILY roa lllOWI ••ro•• I Pll ...  uu. 11111 . .. ...... ..... . : 
STARTS TONITEI 
FRED S U R6E 
It's more 
than a 
game • . •  
IPGI 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:30, lll45 
SAT/SUN/MON MATINEE 2:30 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 ANO 7:30 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:30, 7:00, 11:15 
SATISUNIMON MATINEE 2:00 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:30 AND 7:00 
STARTS TONITEI 
FAMILY 
BUSINESS 
A TAI-STAR RELEASE 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:Ali, 7:15, 11:30 
SAT/8UNIMON MATINEE 2:15 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:.45 AND 7:15 
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· Photo courtesy 1989 
Dan Quayle made a brief stop at Eastern du ring the last le 
the 1 988 pres iden tial campaign .  · 
The Martinsville dump Eastern's football t 
c o n t r o v e rs y ,  the I l l i n o i s  went 9-4 . I n  the first rou 
Department of Nuclear Safety the playoffs, the Panthers 
was accused of misleading the the University of Idaho 3& 
people of Martinsville and the but in the second round 
proposed low-level radioactive were clipped by Univer;i 
waste site hearings were post- Montana, 24- 1 9 .  
paned a s  a result . George Carlin perfo 
Charleston' s  first "Bed on H o m e c o m i n g  Weeke 
and Breakfast" was approved Parents ' Weekend bro 
after much debate . The "Bed and Crystal Gayle to Lantz. 
Breakfast" was looked at as an 
answer to t h e  need for a 
hotel/motel in Charleston,  yet 
appealing to those who want 
more of a "homey" atmosphere. 
Buckhorn Beer 
case 
24 cans $499 
Schnapps 
Lady Velvet 
750 ML $399 
Kamen Noodles 
6/$ 1 00 
Jack Daniels 
The Verge staff wou ld 
to offer i ts condolences to 
1 999 staff that puts toge 
the "Century in Review. " 
Miller Lit 
1 2's $46 
Labatt's Bee 
1 2-1 2oz 
Bottles 
Smirnoff 
Vodka 
750 ML $5 
Boones Far 
Wine 
750 ML $899 750 ML 2/$3 
Milk BACARDI 
RUM 2% $2 19 gallon - 750 ML $5 
Coke-RC-Pepsi 
2 Liter 
89 ¢ 
Jose Cuerve 
Gold Tequila 
750 ML $89 
